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Abstract
Characterization of defect is one of the important objectives of nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) for condition assessment of structures. Among many other NDE techniques, ul-
trasonic methods play a prominent role in the both quantitative and qualitative assessment
of discontinuities in reinforced cementitious materials. Due to the heterogeneous nature
of concrete, ultrasonic waves are highly scattered and attenuated, leading to the difficulty
of concrete inspection using conventional ultrasonic techniques, including those that work
well on relatively homogeneous materials such as metals.
This thesis presents an advanced method for sizing and imaging of defects in rein-
forced cementitious materials. A two-dimensional, three-phase composite model of con-
crete is proposed to study the propagation and interaction behaviors of ultrasonic waves in
concrete structures, and to gain a knowledge about wave diffraction with multiple cylin-
drical obstacles. The response of the modeled concrete structure to an incident ultrasonic
pulse input signal (pulsed ultrasonic P-wave) is analytically investigated and simulated.
A characteristic profile of the defect sizing as a function of focal depth is formulated via
the synthetic focusing technique. A defect sizing parameter, called characteristic width, is
obtained empirically to represent the defect sizing information for the concrete.
Conventional 2-D ultrasonic B-scan imaging, for example, by migration, may introduce
artifacts. In this thesis, the fundamental theory for synthetic aperture beam-forming through
synthetic steering and focusing of array transducers is investigated. It is possible to achieve
high spatial and temporal resolution ultrasonic image free of artifacts. A time-frequency
signal processing and image reconstruction algorithm are also studied.
The proposed defect sizing and imaging methodology is tested with numerically sim-
ulated ultrasonic waveform signals based on the mechanical properties of a custom-made
concrete specimen. Experimental works confirm the feasibility of defect sizing and imag-
ing of the method. With the knowledge about the concrete structures being tested this
method may provide a useful tool for ultrasonic NDE application to reinforced cementi-
tious materials.
Thesis Supervisor: Shi-Chang Wooh
Title: Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problems in Ultrasonic NDE of Concrete
Cementitious materials, like concrete, are the major construction materials used in building
the nation's infrastructure. One of the problems facing that we are facing in dealing with
the existing concrete structures is the structural deterioration due to damage introduced
by various mechanisms such as alkali-aggregate reaction, corrosion of steel rebars, and
cracking caused by overloading. According to the U.S. News & World Report (1995),
over 25% of the highway system is in poor condition, and about 42% of the 576, 460 road
bridges require repair or replacement. To ensure public safety, these structures need to
be maintained carefully and intelligently. The foremost step in maintaining or retrofitting
structures is to assess the structural condition. Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) is an
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essential tool that provides both quantitative and qualitative measurement of the degree of
damage and deterioration. It is thus pivotal to advance and exploit this technology.
Among all the other NDE methods available nowadays, ultrasonic NDE utilizes low
amplitude ultrasound (sound of pitch too high to be detected by the human ear, i.e. of fre-
quencies over 18 kHz [1]). Ultrasonic NDE technique involves transmission of ultrasonic
waves into test materials using a transducer in contact with the surface of the object or
utilizing photo-acoustic techniques. The reflected or transmitted signals are then recorded
and interpreted.
Ultrasonic NDE technology has been applied to various materials, for example, metals,
composites, and human tissues. Application of ultrasound to concrete condition assessment
includes measurement of thickness [2] and elastic modulus [3,4] and detection and imaging
of cracks, voids and delaminations [5,6]. However, such ultrasonic techniques have limited
capabilities at the present time primarily due to the heterogeneous nature of concrete and
other complications such as high signal attenuation, immense transducer size, random wave
scattering, and low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR).
The typical range of frequency for assessing concrete is 100 - 500 kHz. This yields the
wavelengths of 8 to 40 mm, which is comparable to the size of the aggregates in concrete.
As a result, waves propagating in concrete are strongly scattered and they are attenuated.
The high frequency attenuation using this frequency band implies that conventional ultra-
sonic techniques are not suitable for detecting cracks in concrete. The challenges to the use
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of ultrasonic NDE of defects in reinforced cementitious materials can be summarized as
follows:
" Reinforced cementitious materials, which are composite materials made of various
constituents, tend to develop internal defects including pores and interstices. Ultra-
sonic waves are highly scattered at the boundaries of these defects.
* Low SNR requires advanced signal processing algorithms.
" It is difficult to study the interaction of ultrasonic waves with the internal discontinu-
ities for proper application of the signal processing techniques.
Although ultrasonic NDE methods have been successfully applied to metallic and other
materials, repeated failures have been reported in demonstrating their capabilities in civil
engineering structures. This requires better understanding of the capabilities and limitations
(reliability, precision, conditions for implementation) of existing methods.
In an effort to improve the performance, we develop advanced techniques employ array
transducers and synthetic aperture.
1.2 Introduction to Array Transducers and Synthetic Aper-
ture
Ultrasonic array transducers are made of multiple piezoelectric elements. In such an array,
using pre-determined time-delayed pulses it is possible to sweep the sound beam through
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the area of interest. These are called phased arrays. The waveforms of individually delayed
signals generate an interference pattern (wavefront) according to Huygen's Principle. By
properly selecting the time delay profiles, array transducers can dynamically phase-steer
and focus ultrasonic beams. In general, array transducers can be categorized by their ge-
ometries as linear arrays, planar arrays and annular arrays. A linear array is composed of
a number of individual elements arranged in a single line assembly. Linear arrays provide
two-dimensional beam steering and focusing capabilities, that is, steering and focusing in
a plane. A planar array is a two-dimensional array where the beam maneuverability can be
extended to the third dimension for volumetric scanning. An annular array consists of con-
centric rings that provide spherical focus beams. Among these three types of arrays, linear
arrays are perhaps the best suited for nondestructive testing purposes due to their simplic-
ity, even though they are limited to steering and focusing in a single plane. In addition, the
received signals can be processed in parallel with image formation so that the inspection
can be accelerated.
Phased array requires sophisticated hardware and software. Alternatively, the same ef-
fect can be achieved by using a synthetic aperture technique. In general, synthetic aperture
techniques use one or a few moving transducers to achieve the effect of a larger array trans-
ducer. synthetic aperture techniques can improve the angular resolution. Furthermore, they
allow us simultaneously focus the beams at all radial ranges. By contrast, a transducer of
large aperture size provides limited depth of field. It is a two-step process in which data
is first stored and then processed to produce the output. This does not necessarily mean
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that the synthetic aperture system cannot operate in real time. Advances in computational
capability and in hardware storage makes it possible to neglect the delay caused by the
two-step procedure.
The received echo signals from discontinuities in a cementitious test object are gener-
ally of low SNR. For NDE of cementitious materials, defect sizing normally cannot simply
employ the same methods which are successfully applied to metallic materials. Echo am-
plitude is largely determined by the size of the discontinuity. However, it is hard to extract
defect size information from the echo amplitude if SNR is low. On the other hand, a syn-
thesized echo signal generated by synthetic aperture focusing can have a high SNR; thus
defect sizing is still feasible. The amplitude-focal depth curve presented in the thesis is
found to be capable of characterizing defect size.
The researchers at the MIT NDE Laboratory have studied the behavior and application
of array transducers and synthetic aperture. Our results show that the introduction of the
ultrasonic array transducer not only greatly enhances data acquisition through its phased
steering and focusing capability, but also provides high radial and angular resolution in
images of test materials through the physical or synthetic aperture focusing.
Some of the advantages of utilizing array transducers and synthetic aperture are:
" Significant enhancement of signal-to-noise ratio of measurement signal
" Precise electronic beam control
e Dynamic beam steering and focusing
IntroductionChapter 1 Page 22
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" Large aperture size (no mechanical scanning required) with large detection range
" High resolution and excellent image quality
" Faster inspection (reduction of inspection time)
1.3 Research Motivation and Objectives
The measurement signals received by the elements of the array transducer in NDE pulse-
echo operation on concrete represent the total scattered displacement field in the concrete
specimen. The scattered wave field distribution is a function of incident wave and scatterer
properties like wave mode, frequency, incident angle, scatterer geometry and size. An in-
verse problem of identifying and characterizing hidden patterns in the test objects (internal
inclusions, cavities, etc.) is solved after the measurement. The main goal of the study is
to establish a relationship between the characteristics of the hidden pattern of interest with
parameters derived from the measurements.
Although our studies of NDE application of array transducers and synthetic aperture
on metallic materials have shown that the proposed method is capable of characterizing
the hidden patterns in the case of low SNR, the thesis research aims at answering why and
how. Why would this proposed method be able to characterize the defects in cementitious
materials?, and how would the technology be implemented and employed?
To address the industrial and scientific challenges, a new approach of ultrasonic NDE
and imaging of defects in cementitious materials is developed in this thesis. The thesis
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is composed of theoretical analysis and modeling, computer simulation, and experimental
investigation. We study wave diffraction and scattering behaviors in cementitious mate-
rials, establish the relationship between defect size and the synthesized signal amplitude,
and propose an efficient and fast imaging algorithm for the characterization of defects in
cementitious materials. The objectives are:
Objective 1: Derive the equations for the distribution of scattered wave field with mul-
tiple scatterers in a two-dimensional measurement plane. First, the two-dimensional field
of ultrasonic plane P-wave scattered by a circular cylindrical obstacle is analyzed with the
method of wave functions expansion. In the case of multiple scatterers existing in the
cementitious material, the total scattered wave field is the coherent sum of all individual
scattering fields.
Objective 2: Based on the knowledge of phased array and synthetic aperture, formulate
a wave field parameter that is derived from the measurement signals. The amplitude of
single-element measurement signal would generally be embedded in the high background
noise. A series of synthetic apertures are formed to focus at varying measurement depths
along the central vertical line of the pattern of interest. The amplitude of each synthetic
aperture measurement signal is plotted versus the focal depth. A parameter representing
the width of the curve is defined and formulated.
Objective 3: Establish the relationship between the obtained parameter and the size of
the pattern of interest. An empirical relationship of the obtained parameter in objective 2
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and the size of the pattern is established, depending on the type of pattern such as cavity,
elastic inclusion, etc.
Objective 4: Propose an imaging algorithm to accurately locate the pattern of inter-
est. The enhancement of radial and lateral resolution is achieved through a novel signal
processing method and beamforming theory. A new image reconstruction algorithm for
efficient and accurate pattern positioning is proposed.
Associated with the research objectives are the outcomes. They include:
" Deeper understanding of the scattering of ultrasonic waves by multiple scatterers in
cementitious materials, using the analysis method of wave function expansions.
" A synthetic aperture model capable of characterizing the size of the pattern of inter-
est.
" An NDE imaging algorithm that is able to position the pattern accurately and quickly.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The thread of the thesis is a logical sequence that proceeds from theory formulation and
simulation validation to experimental study. The thesis has seven chapters. Following the
introduction (Chapter 1), in Chapter 2 NDE defect imaging methods for concrete materials
are reviewed. The requirement for high radial and angular resolution is discussed and its
implementation is proposed. A new beamforming scheme for defect imaging is devised
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and the relationship between the constructed image using the formed beams and the defect
distribution (position information) is analyzed. A reconstructed defect image is obtained
through a deconvolution processing.
Chapter 3 discusses the existing two-dimensional wave diffraction and scattering theory
used in the method of wave function expansion. The focus is on the scattering of an incident
plane harmonic P-wave by a circular cylindrical obstacle (cavity or elastic inclusion). The
theory is then extended to the case of multiple obstacles.
Chapter 4 presents numerical simulations based on the analytical solutions in Chapter
2. A simulated array of ultrasonic P-wave transducers is attached to the surface of a sim-
plified test structure model of a custom-made concrete specimen. The received waveforms
represent the response of the structure to the input pulsed P-wave signals. These wave-
forms are a function of incident P-waves and the properties of the scatterers, and are used
for defect sizing and imaging. The validity of the simulated signals is verified by using
a Boundary Element Method (BEM) to model the ultrasonic P-wave propagation, and its
interaction with circular cylindrical obstacles in a concrete material with varying pore and
aggregate number and distribution.
Chapter 5 makes the connection between a derived parameter, the characteristic width,
and the size of defect in cementitious materials. Synthetic apertures are constructed based
on a dynamic focusing technique for varying depths. A characteristic curve of the am-
plitudes of the synthetically focused signals versus their focal depth is obtained. This is
termed the characteristic profile. A one-dimensional linear regression correlation between
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the characteristic width and the defect size is obtained, which becomes the base line for
defect sizing of the simulated structure.
Chapter 6 is devoted to experimental study and validation. The experimental setup for
data acquisition and image reconstruction of a custom designed and fabricated concrete
test material is given. The received waveforms are then synthetically focused at varying
focal depths to obtain the characteristic curve for the test concrete. The diameter of the
void in the test concrete is estimated based on the value of its character width and the
correlation between the character width and defect size. The estimation agrees well with
the measured diameter value of the void. The thesis work is discussed in Chapter 7, where
future improvement of the established method is proposed. The whole thesis is summarized
at the end.
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Chapter 2
Defect Imaging
In this chapter, the algorithm of the proposed image reconstruction technique will be estab-
lished. The backgrounds on displacement field distribution, radial and angular resolutions
associated with a single element transducer are first introduced, then the theory extends to
demonstrate that a synthetic aperture with high angular resolution can be realized by phase
shifting (time delay) and focusing of its A-scan waveforms. Beams steering at preset angles
and focused along their radial directions are formed. To increase the radial resolution of
the reconstructed defect images, an advanced signal processing scheme in spectrum domain
for accurate time-of-fight measurement and pulse compression will be given. The proposed
image reconstruction theory, which will have a wide detection region and enhanced image
quality, will be then discussed.
28
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2.1 Introduction to Ultrasonic Defect Imaging of Concretes
Imaging of concrete structures for NDE purpose can be defined in a broad sense as obtain-
ing a representation of certain physical properties of the concrete materials and character-
istics of the physical system by indirect or remote sensing methods which will not damage
the structure, or permanently impair its serviceability. Imaging concrete is a challenging
task, since concrete is a highly inhomogeneous materials. It is generally produced in the
field with limited quality control. Grain size distribution is highly variable and the prop-
erties of the constituent materials are greatly varied making it difficult to obtain accurate
images. Other sources of difficulties in imaging concrete structures include the generally
complex physical geometry, existence of inclusions, restricted accessibility of the object,
and the problems related to the sensitivity of the method used to the inhomogeneities in
concrete.
The ability of detecting and imaging cracks in concrete relies strongly on the capability
of the sensing system, techniques and theories of detection, and signal processing tech-
niques for recorded data. A recent study [11] demonstrates that horizontal cracks of length
30 mm, depth 60 mm and of length 50 mm, depth 140 mm, and an inclined crack with a 15'
dip angle, 60 mm deep can be imaged successfully. In the same study, a horizontal crack of
length 30 mm, depth 139 mm, and inclined cracks with dip angle 15/length 50 mm/depth
139 mm, 45 0/length 50 mm/depth 60 mm, 60/length 50 mm/depth 60 mm are scanned but
the results are not good enough to show the cracks' image.
Thickness measurement and localization of construction features having a diameter of
about 100 mm and larger are feasible aims by means of single A-scan interpretation, when
the site conditions are not too difficult. This means, that the maximum aggregate size is 16
mm or less and the non-prestressed reinforcement is not too dense (e.g., mesh size of 150
mm). Additionally, the concrete porosity has not to be too excessive [26].
In many cases these conditions are not fulfilled. Concrete with a maximum aggregate
size of 13 mm is widely used, the mesh size of the rebars is often 100 mm or less and the
rebar diameter is 24 or 32 mm. Under these conditions many A-scan must be collected at
different points on the survey surface and reconstruction calculations have to be performed.
Quoted from Krause et.al. [10] "Enormous progress has been achieved in the last decade
to overcome the difficulties to characterize testing concrete is mainly due to, besides the
advances in speed and memory of computers:
1. Development of new types of broad-band transducers operating in the frequency
range of 50-250 kHz, and
2. Application of the principle of synthetic aperture.
The application of the principle of synthetic aperture means, that ultrasonic measure-
ments are carried out at many points of the surface and are evaluated by means of recon-
struction calculations, which show the location and distribution of acoustic reflections and
scatterers in the volume of the concrete structure tested."
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Some of the experimental work on the ultrasonic defect imaging have been reported in
the literature. For example, Krause et. al. [10] investigated the imaging and interpretation
of ultrasonic reflection and backscatter from the inside of concrete members using an array
system (a group of 10 identical single-element transducers). They demonstrated that the
system can be used for the examination of transversal prestressing ducts having a concrete
cover of about 100 mm. To carry out the examination, the system mechanically shifted on
the concrete surface and in total 1800 one-dimensional waveforms (A-scan) was recorded.
This imaging scheme suffered from the need of mechanical scanning of the system which
will not only affect the efficiency of the examination but its accuracy as well. Potentially,
at different detection positions the contacting condition would be changed thus the con-
sistency of system would be violated. Besides, the detection area in their system was that
directly underneath the scanning surface.
Chang et. al. [11] employed an ultrasonic common depth point (CDP) reflection tech-
nique to study the feasibility of detecting embedded cracks in concrete structures. It is
analogue to the reflection seismology which was widely used in the petroleum exploration.
The CDP or reflection seismology is best applied to the case where the embedded cracks
are in horizontal alignment or are parallel to the measuring surface. An inclined cracks
with a dip angle of 150 from the horizontal, length of 50 mm and at the depth of 139 mm
was examined but the result was not good enough to show the crack's image. Again the
detection area in this technique was limited to the region directly underneath the transducer
positions.
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2.2 Resolution Consideration
2.2.1 Resolution of Single Element Transducer
There are typically two types of single element transducers: the circular shaped and the
rectangular shaped. For a circular shaped transducer, its physical dimension is the diameter
D, and for the rectangular one the physical dimension is the width W and length L.
Beam Pattern of Single Element Transducer
The beam patterns of these two types of transducer are shown in figures 2-1 and 2-2. The
circular transducer has a pencil beam and the rectangular one has a fan beam.
side robes main robe
D
beamwidth, y
Figure 2-1: Pencil beam pattern for a circular transducer of diameter D with uniform driv-
ing distribution.
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WL
Figure 2-2: Fan beam pattern for a rectangular transducer of width W and length L with
uniform driving distribution. c represents the elevation coverage. Only the mainrobe is
shown in the figure.
The approximate expressions for half-power beamwidth of the single element transduc-
ers are given as follows [16]
58.5A A
= (degrees) 2 - (radians)
(2.1)
f =5W (degrees) A (radians)
The beam pattern of a single element transducer, together with the detection depth,
determines the lateral resolution of the transducer. Its radial resolution, on the other hand,
is a function of the shape of the transmitted signal. For ultrasonic defect imaging, short
pulse is normally used to drive the transducers.
Radial and Angular Resolutions
The ultrasonic transducer in NDE application are normally driven by high energy electronic
short pulses, as shown in fig. 2-3
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driving pulse
time, t
T
Figure 2-3: Schematic of driving electronic pulse. The duration of the short pulse is T, and
the interpulse period is T.
Assuming the ultrasonic wavespeed in a testing material is c, a reflector (scatter) at
radial distance R will be detected by the wave starting at time (the initial time is set to the
falling side of the pulse)
2R
tR1 
-
C
and end at
2R
tR2 - + T-
C
(2.2)
(2.3)
Since any incoming signal arrived (or ended) between tRl and tR2 from another reflector
would overlap in time, no distinguish of the reflector can be accomplished. So the radial
resolution in this case would be
A R - (tR2 - tR) -c
2
CT
2 (2.4)
voltage
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Figure 2-4: Schematic of the dependence of angular resolution on the radial range.
And the maximum detection radial range is
cT
R. = (2.5 )Rmax 2
The radial resolution of a transducer is fully determined by the wavespeed and the
driving pulse length, and has no dependence on the element size and azimuth angles.
On the other hand, the angular resolution is a function of the radial distance R as (for
rectangular element)
A R
p = - A= (2.6)W
as shown in fig. 2-4.
The radial resolution can be improved by the means of reduction of driving pulse du-
ration and/or pulse compression technique. But the study of improvement on NDE image
reconstruction is primarily on the improvement of angular resolution in the far field (large
R). In order to maintain a reasonable good angular resolution at far field, one simple so-
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lution is to increase the element width W and/or decrease the main wavelength A. Since
A = c/f, the decrease of A means the increase of f, the main frequency. This solution has
very limited room to play with since the high scattering and attenuation nature of the ce-
mentitious materials. But the increase of element size W, which means the fabrication of a
large single piezoelectric plate, has also limited by manufacturing and carrying capability.
2.2.2 Resolution of Synthetic Aperture
Synthetic aperture might or might not be like a physical array transducer. In a synthetic
aperture system, utilization is made of a small transmitter-receiver single element in con-
junction with coherent signal detection and processing to obtain the advantage of a much
large aperture. Our interest in applying synthetic phased aperture technique to ultrasonic
NDE arose not only from the desire to improve the angular resolution, but also from the fact
that a synthetic aperture system can be made to focus at all radial ranges simultaneously and
thus unlike a normal large aperture imaging system it can have virtually unlimited depth of
field.
Synthetic Aperture Steering and Focusing Concept
From equation 2.1, a smaller size of rectangular transducer will have a larger beam width
c providing all other conditions are kept unvaried. For example, if the dominant frequency
of the propagating waves is 200 kHz, and the ultrasound velocity in concrete is 4000 m/s,
the dominant wavelength in the concrete will be about A = 20 mm. If the transducer
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element size is 15 mm (rectangular), then the beam width would be c 1 68g.15
A fairly satisfactory coverage of the detectable area will be provided. Within the depth
of interest and with strong enough driving power, the information about the reflectivity
in a 680 fan section region will become available by a single A-scan waveform from a
simple pulse-echo operation. The detectable region can actually be greatly enlarged by
appropriate processing of the waveforms. From this point of view, the conventional B-scan
imaging technique which limits its detection area to those directly underneath the physical
aperture actually wastes of lots of valuable information. The discussion above provides a
solid basis of the synthetic phase steering.
The simplest treatment of phase focusing is to sum up all the A-scan waveforms without
any delay profile engaged, or in alternative speaking, the delay for all the elements are
equal. The summation operation results in the coherent average of the incident wavefront.
Because the signal resulting from a varying distance point source is approximately a plane
wave, a linear array with equal delays is said to be unfocused or focused to infinity.
The ability to focus an array to a specific range can be accomplished through very sim-
ple modifications to the unfocused implementation. Recall that focusing in a real element
(single physical aperture) is performed by designing an appropriately shaped element -
a parabolic configuration, for example. With an array, the position of individual elements
can be designed to mimic patterns such as parabolas. An alternative means of achieving the
same effect is to incorporate delays in the corresponding waveforms. Based on its position
in the linear array, a delay which produces focused reception of the wavefront is designed
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to incorporate. This time delay is equivalent to the propagation delay which would have
been introduced by changing the physical position of the elements of the array.
The problem with the focused arrays described above is that the delays incorporated in
each waveform are function of the focal range. That is, for fixed delays the array is focused
for only one range. Time varying delays would allow the synthetic aperture to scan the
focus through all ranges of interest. This scan can be realized with special hardware or
by storing the delayed signal and then processing this set of signals into single response.
While the first interpretation presents the possibility of real time processing, the second
batch type processing is more representative of the synthetic aperture problem.
The intuitive interpretation developed to describe the reception aspects of creating a
large aperture from arrays of physically small devices provides an analogous description
for transmission effects. The problem of collecting a field is replaced by the problem of
generating a field using an appropriate current distribution on each physical element of
the network. In summary, high resolution imaging requires well focused beams, focused
beams requires large elements, and large elements can be designed as networks of smaller
elements.
Resolution of Synthetic Aperture
To successfully improve the performance of NDE systems, data collected by a single, phys-
ically small element must be processed as if it were from one element of a large array. This
large aperture network may not physically exist but is synthesized by sequentially gather-
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ing data (using the small elements) at different positions which collectively define the array.
This differs from storing data from each element of a real array because the transmitted ul-
trasonic pulse is generated as well as received by the single small element (pulse-echo
operation).
The simplest procedure for generating a sampled array requires the elements to be se-
quentially positioned along a straight line for each transmit, receive, and store operation.
The number of positions requires to sample the array for an arbitrary input are specified
by Nyquist's theorem applied to the spatial bandwidth of the collected signal in the along
array direction. Because the wavefront from the small element propagates as a spherical
shell, and not as a plane, there is variation in radial direction sensed across a plane which
is parallel to the array.
The variation in radial direction introduces relative time delay shifts among the echoes
from the individual element positions. Averaging the echoes together at one fixed time
delay will blur the signal over the region of radial variation except at the radial distance of
the scatter (e.g, a void). If W is the proposed width of the synthetic aperture, and R is a
radial distance of interest, and the variation in radial distance 6r across the aperture is given
by
R+ 2 = (R + Jr)2  (2.7)
2
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through the geometrical relationship among them. When the radial distance R is much
greater than 6r, the expression reduces to
Wunfocused = 8R - 6r (2.8)
where the subscript unfocused has been added because this synthetic aperture processing
scheme does not incorporate focusing.
The phase variation is related to the radial variation through the wavelength A. A phased
delay of # degrees represents a radial delay of
2 -6r = (2.9)
360
The 6r term is doubled to account for the round trip delay induced by this variation. There-
fore a maximum phase variation of 900 corresponds to a maximum radial variation of A/8
or a maximum synthetic aperture width of
(2.10)Wun focused = I/RA
Note that W here will always depend on the radial range of interest and the wavelength.
As with real arrays, synthetic apertures benefit from focusing operations. Recall that
focusing corresponds to the introduction of radial dependent delays in the data set before
summation. The most important benefit from focusing the synthetic aperture, is this allows
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the entire element viewing width to be used as the synthetic aperture width. Therefore,
focused synthetic apertures can have a maximum width
AR
Wfocused (2.11)
where D is the physical element aperture. Focused processing generates a large element
whose width is inversely proportional to the dimension of the physical element aperture
used to sample the array. That is, a small real element will result in a larger synthetic
aperture. At first it may be surprising that a smaller physical element is required to increase
the angular resolution of the synthetic aperture. However, a decrease in element size will
increase the viewing width and, consequently, increase the maximum synthetic aperture
width.
Use of a single element transducer to sample the array in both transmitting and receiving
modes effectively doubles the phase sensitivity of the synthetic aperture as compared to a
real array of the same width. Therefore, the angular resolution of the synthetic aperture is
PSA - 2 (2.12)2W
where subscript SA means synthetic aperture.
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The angular resolution of a physical array (real array), an unfocused synthetic aperture
with 900 maximum phase variation, and a focused synthetic aperture are given by
AR
Preal D 
AR _ AR
Punf ocused 2 (2.13)
2Wun focused 2
AR _D
Pf ocused - R -- ~2 Wfocused 2
The resolution of the focused system operating at maximum synthetic aperture width is
independent of radial distance and improves as the physical element size D is decreased!
2.3 Beamforming in Defect Imaging
To achieve a high resolution ultrasonic image of the defects, a beamforming algorithm
would be the key. Through the beamforming procedure, the ideal situation is that the noise
level should be possibly suppressed, the scattered energy carried in the echoes from the
defects and spread into all the waveform signals should be converged and summed in-
phase. We will introduce in the following the beamforming algorithm for the synthetic
aperture which is the basis of our proposed defect imaging technique.
In order to demonstrate and analyze the synthetic aperture beamforming algorithm for
NDE applications, consider the azimuth-depth range (x, z) coordinate system and a point
reflecting target defined by Fig 2-5. Whenever the target at (0, zo) is within the beam
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width (-L/2 < x < L/2) of an element at (x, 0) of size W, where the half beam width
L = (Azo)/W. So this radial distance as a function of the azimuthal position x of the
element is given by the hyperbolic expression
R(x, zo) = z + x2 (2.14)
Note that the radial R(-) equals the depth coordinate zo only when the element is directly
on top of the target, i.e., when x is zero in this example. For an arbitrary target located at
depth, z
azimuth, X
R(x, zO)
(0, ZO)
Figure 2-5: Coordinate system for synthetic aperture. A point reflecting target is at (0, zo)
where it is inside the beam width of element locating at (x, 0).
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coordinates (xO, zo), the contribute of the ith element at (xi, 0) to the received signal through
R(xi - xo, zo) = z + (x - (2.15)
The corresponding time delay t equals twice the reflector to element distance divided by the
speed of propagation or 2R/c, where the factor of two accounts for round trip propagation
t(xj - xo, zO) = 2R(x0-xo,zo) = z + (xi - x0 )2  (2.16)
C C
Consider the signal s(t) which is transmitted and received by an element at (xi, 0) and
reflects off a single point reflector at (xO, zo) with reflectivity O-i producing the time delay
waveform
2
w(xj - xo, zo; t) = o-is[t - --R(xi - xo, zo)] (2.17)
C
Assume time harmonic, the signal s(t) can be expressed as
s(t) = ae-wti (2.18)
where a accounts for the energy lase of waves including propagation attenuation along the
path, and w is the angular frequency w = 27f , f is the dominant frequency.
Synthetic phase focusing is carried out through a delay and summation operations as
described in the previous section. An equivalent interpretation of the delay and summation
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Figure 2-6: Contour integration for delay-sum operation. The delay-sum operation is
equivalent to the contour integration along the dark solid line of target depth migration
in the figure.
operations is as a collection of integrals along contours of target depth migration. As shown
in Fig. 2-6, the delay and summation for a target at (0, zo) is equivalent to integrating along
the hyperbolic radial arc R(x, zo) = / + x 2 in the data set.
A focused waveform reconstruction for target at (xO, zo) is given by
N
Wfocused(XO, zO; t) = Aiw(xi - xO, zo; t)
(2.19)
N
= Aiori-e -j"
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where N is the total number of elements, t2 = (t - 2R(xi - xo, zo)), and A- is a chosen
weighting function for the ith element. The introduction of this Ai is called apodization.
An appropriate apodization can greatly suppress the sidelobes thus dramatically improve
the image quality [19].
This equation can also be expressed in azimuth-depth coordinates
N
Wfocused(Xo, zO; z) = A iia- i (2.20)
where t, = (Z - R(xi - xO, zO)). In either case, these equations mathematically represent
the linear transformation being performed by the delay and sum operation for focus at depth
distance zo. Simultaneous focus for targets with azimuth position x0 and arbitrary depth is
accomplished with
N
Wfocused(Xo; z) = A aioie-i-4 (2.21)
with t, = j(z - R(xi - xo, z)). For each w(-), a different hyperbolic arc of data is delayed
and summed. The operations can be effectively carried out on the received and acquired
waveforms with computer programs.
The attenuation coefficient a. in the above equations accounts for the along path energy
lose and for the vertical component due to incident angles. Only the cosine component
(normal component) of a incoming echo which has an incident angle 0 will be acquired by
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the element. So the generic form of a& can be expressed
ai = a z ; Zi) = a' -cos Oi (2.22)
where a' is a function of R(xi - xo, zo), the propagation path length, as
a' oc 1/R, in 3-D plane
(2.23)
a' oc 1/R, in 2-D plane
and
Xi - xoOi =tan-' ( ) (2.24)
The reflectivity c-i in the above equation accounts for the scattering and directivity vary-
ing effects. Scattering coefficient is generally a function of the ratio (A/a), where a is the
circular scatter diameter. It does not depend on the wave incident angle for a circular scatter
considered above. The variation of reflectivity c- comes from the directivity effect
-i (xo, zo; xi) oc h() (2
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( .25)
When the reflector is in the far-field of the system, the contribution of R(xi - x0, zo)
variation between any two elements is to incur the phase change
2
Wti = C - Z0 + (X, - X0)2
2z0  x -2
=w-1±( iX) 22zzoWC L'Z:::
(2.26)
2z 0  I x-x0
w (1 + ) when zo >> (xi - x 0) in the far-field
2. zo xi - xo
C C
The first term in the equation is a constant phase shift for each element so it can be omitted.
The second term represents the phase steering mechanism [20].
If a linear delay profile is employed to delay the A-scan signals, the steering angle 0
can be given as
cAt
sin 0 - (2.27)d
where At is the delay increment between any two consequent elements, and d is the inter-
element spacing. Or the equation can be re-written as
At= d sin 0 (2.28)
C
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Figure 2-7: Schematic of beanforming when the aperture is steering at 0 = sin-'(LA'%) in
the far-field.
A constructed beam steering at 0 can be formed by delaying each A-scan waveforms with
respective amount of time and summing after apodization operation
N
Wfocused(0; t) = Ajaoio-ze-i-i-~t) (2.29)
Note that in the far-field, focused is equivalent to steered.
In operation of beamforming, as shown in Fig. 2-7 the ith element was delayed i - At
amount of time, the constructed wavefront will then steer at 0 = sin1 (!L-t) according to
Eq. 2.27. Since the far field displacement amplitude distributions are given as below for
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the rectangular single transducer of width W
UL (r, 0) - Wo-z j(37r/4-kLr) (
2 - ,-' Tk LT
where
U0 (0) =
w1/2 sin (kL - sin 0)
UO(0) 2
kL W sin 02
(2.30)
-kI (k' - 2k2 sin 2 0) cos 0
G(kL sin 0)
G( ) = (2 2 - k -)2 _ 4 T2( 2 - k2 ) 1/ 2 ( 2 - k2)1/2
kL longitudinal wavenumber
kT trnasverse wavenumber
r the distance from the source to the point of interested
o-z normal loading
p t shear modulus
Putting together Eq. 2.29 and 2.30, after some mathematical manipulation, the constructed
displacement amplitude distribution when a point reflector is located at (r8 , 0,) is given, in
the polar coordinate, as
(2.31)
where
Os= sin Os
0 =sino
sin[:kLd(3 - s
U(r, 0) = 6(r - r,)Uo(0) [
sin[IkLd(O - Os)
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Alternatively, the above equation can be written as
U(r, 0) = 6(r - r, 0 - 0,) * h(O)
where * is the convolution operator, and
sin[ kLd sin(O)1
sin[!kLdsin(O)]
is the aperture directivity.
If there are multiple reflectors in the region of interest (ROI), then
K
U(r, 0) = 6(r - ri, 0 -Oz) * h(O)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34)
where (ri, 02) represents the position of ith reflector in the polar coordinates, K is the total
number of reflectors.
In more general formulation, if denote D(r, 0) as the distribution of reflectors (defects),
Equ. (2.34) can be expressed as follows,
U(r, 0) = D(r, 0) * h(0) (2.35)
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2.4 Signal Processing and Image Reconstruction
2.4.1 Signal Processing
A major limitation facing the ultrasonic NDE of cementitious materials is the high level of
background noise from interfering echoes between ultrasonic wave and unresolvable grain
boundaries. These backscattering echoes becomes significant, especially as the wavelength
approaches the grain size, and often completely mask the reflections from the target of
interest in the received signal. Besides, theses grain echoes are coherent by nature and
cannot be reduced by simple time averaging of the recorded signals.
In the past, several statistical operations have been introduced and examined for the
purpose of attaining the output signal with maximum SNR enhancement in NDE problems.
The simplest algorithm is the arithmetic mean defined as
N
-S(t) = si(t) (2.36)
where N is the number of averaging counts. The arithmetic mean is equivalent to bandpass
filtering of the received signals, and has been shown to yield minimum improvement [22].
Some specially designed signal processing schemes should be sought to improve the SNR
in concrete NDE.
Let's think about the received waveforms in another way. Inside the received signals, as
mentioned in the previous paragraph, the background noise are the backscattering echoes
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from the interference between ultrasonic wave and unresolvable grain boundaries, and the
echoes from the targets of interest. When the dominant frequency decreases, the domi-
nant wavelength increases, some of the targets would become unresolvable if their size
are smaller than the dominant wavelength. The echoes from these targets then contribute
to the background noise. But for those targets whose sizes are greater than the dominant
wavelength, the nature of their echoes retains. In another words, they are insensitive to the
change of dominant frequency. On the contrary, the background noise is highly sensitive to
the frequency shifts.
If we utilize a broadband ultrasonic transducer in the concrete NDE, we can take advan-
tage of this sensitivity behavior. The received, backscattered, broadband, ultrasonic signals
from the testing object are Fourier-Transformed (FT, or FFT as Fast Fourier-Transform)
into frequency domain. The spectrum is then decomposed into an ensemble of narrowband
spectra by n evenly spaced bandpass filters. The inverse FFT of the n narrowband spec-
tra yields a time-domain frequency-diversed signal ensemble. (The process of splitting the
broadband spectrum is equivalent to using n different narrowband transducers spanning the
passband of the broadband transducer.) Subsequently, the ensemble of narrowband signals
are re-assembled using appropriate algorithms to form a single output signal. If a sufficient
number of filters over a proper range of frequencies are used, the splitting process effec-
tively decorrelates the noise components, while retaining those from the targets of interest
such as voids and cracks. This is also called the Split Spectrum Processing (SSP) in the
literatures as shown in Fig. 2-8.
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The implementation of SSP idea has, actually, much proceeded the concept of SSP.
One of the example is the so called Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT, or Short-Term
Fourier Transform) [23], defined as
STFTxT(t, f - j X(T)wT(t - T)e-j27rfrdt (2.37)
whereWT (t) is a window function with width T. In contrast to FT, STFT provides fre-
quency characteristics of local time, i.e, time-frequency representation, and thus is suitable
for analyzing signals having time-varying characteristics. The time-frequency representa-
tion maps a one-dimensional signal into a two-dimensional function of time and frequency.
STFT utilizes a fixed width window thus imposes a limitation on the analysis of high
frequency signals of short time duration as resolutions in time and frequency cannot be
made arbitrary small simultaneously. An alternative method is to employ short time width
windows with small Ts (broadband) at high frequencies and long time width windows with
BPF X (D) I T x,(t) ri (t)
fi, bi CMFF
xB) F XT y N)
-- +T FFT
BP nX)x(t) rnl'b t)Y
fX.b IFFT -- -- N W
Figure 2-8: Implementation of the split spectrum processing technique.
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Chapter 2
large Ts (narrowband) at low frequencies. Wavelet Transform (WT) is developed as one of
these alternatives. WT overcomes some resolution related problems of the SIFT.
Wavelet decomposition by using WT introduces the notion of scale as an alternative
to frequency and maps a signal into a time-scale plane, which is equivalent to the time-
frequency plane used in STFT. Each scale in the time-scale plane corresponds to a certain
range of frequencies in the time-frequency plane.
The continuous-time wavelet transform (CTWT) of a function x(t) is defined as [24]:
i t - b
yx(a, b) = I x(t)V( )dt (2.38)
where V(t) is a window function known as the analyzing mother wavelet, the dilation pa-
rameter a is known as the scale factor, and b is a translation factor. Unlike the FT where
infinite duration sinusoids are used as basis functions, the basis function in Equ. (2.38) de-
cay rapidly to zero and are zero mean. The zero mean condition is one necessary condition
for inverting CTWT, and is termed as admissibility condition [24]. The wavelet is dilated
or compressed by the scale factor. Thus, at low scales high frequency behavior is localized,
while at high scales (when the wavelet is stretched out) low frequency features are better
resolved. This is of significant benefit when one is dealing with signals containing features
with various frequency characteristics. Another advantage of the wavelet transform is that
the analyzing mother wavelet can be chosen based on the application. We will choose the
Gaussian function as the mother wavelet function V'(t) in the thesis.
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After obtaining the decomposed signal spectra, the next step is to develop an appropri-
ate scheme to choose only those spectra that are insensitive to frequency range shifting for
re-assembling. The recombination of the frequency-diversed ensembles can be achieved by
a variety of schemes [25], of which the minimization and polarity thresholding algorithm
were found to be the most effective. We will use the minimization scheme in the thesis
study.
The minimization algorithm selects, referring to Fig. 2-8, at each time instant t the
minimum absolute value from the ensemble of decorrelated signals ri(t) with magnitudes
normalized to unit by the operator wi
y(t) = min {ri(t)1; i = 1, 2, ... , N} (2.39)
or
y(t) = min {r'(t); i 1, 2, - ,N} (2.40)
For a short summary on signal processing scheme for NDE in the thesis, we will utilize
the wavelet transform with chosen mother wavelet to decompose the received signals into
frequency-diversed ensembles, as shown in Fig. 2-8, to analyze the sensitivity of the en-
sembles, and then to re-assemble those retained ensembles according to specially designed
scheme. The processing details would be described in Appendix.
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2.4.2 Approach of Image Reconstruction
In our study of the ultrasonic defect imaging techniques, two of the state-of-art methods, the
so called migration and synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT), have been widely
used to restore the ultrasonic images obtained from B scans with focusing distortion. Both
methods can improve the image angular resolution without the use of the traditional ultra-
sonic lens. On the other hand, we find that the migration algorithm is not able to eliminate
the "ghost" patterns if the detection range is too small to completely include the defects.
For example, in the B scan image, if the hyperbolae from one defect is incomplete in the
sense whose apex is not presented, the migrated B scan image will display an image from
the incomplete hyperbolae at wrong position, thus generate a ghost pattern. SAFT method
will not generate any ghost pattern but generally SAFT requires the application of a low-
pass filter to remove the extra patterns surrounding the real patterns. SAFT also requires a
large amount of computations and a long processing time.
In our proposed imaging approach, the high radial resolution is achieved through the
SSP signal processing, and high angular resolution is realized through SAFT at the steering
angle. Each data point of the reconstructed beam steering at a required angle is a coherent
summation of all aperture signal instance at respective time. A constructed B scan image in
cylindrical plane from the beams is then obtained. Following the discussion in the previous
sections, the detailed imaging method through signal processing and synthetic aperture can
be summarized as,
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6. Image reconstruction by deconvolution process.
Chapter 2
1. Data acquisition scheme by using an array transducer will be utilized. Each of the
element transducer is operated in pulse-echo mode.
2. Each of the received waveform signal is processed through the signal processing
scheme. The time of arrival of the echoes from the defects would be represented by
a near pulse-like signal. The radial resolution of the reconstructed image would be
highly enhanced.
3. An image is constructed in a cylindrical plane whose origin is at the center of the
array transducer.
4. The high angular resolution is obtained by synthetic phase steering and focusing. At
each steering angle 0, at radial distance r, the value of the constructed beam is the
coherent summation of the values at all received signal instances corresponding to
(r, 0). Beams for this synthetic aperture steering at angle 0 and focused at all radial
distance r's is then formed.
5. A B-scan type image will be constructed using the steered and focused beams. This
B-scan image is the convolution of the distribution of defects in the area-of-interest,
and the directivity of the synthetic aperture.
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Figure 2-9: The reconstructed image of the test concrete material shown in Fig. 4-2. Due
to the fact that the near field signals have been truncated, the image does not display the
portion near the origin.
2.4.3 Reconstructed Image With Experimental Data
By using the proposed defect imaging method discussed in the previous section, the re-
constructed image for a custom designed specimen with a void (please refer to Fig. 4-2) is
shown in Fig. 2-9.
The image in Fig. 2-9 correctly locate the void, but the size of the void is not readily
obtained from the figure. Since ultrasonic B scan image is a representation of the stack
of 1-D time series of the received waveforms, the radial extension of the displayed pattern
is controlled by the width of the ultrasonic pulses. The real size information will only be
extracted from the waveform signals by using a defect sizing method.
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2.5 Summary of the Chapter
In this chapter, we start with the discussion of the resolution consideration in ultrasonic
defect imaging techniques. In order to obtain a high quality ultrasonic image of the de-
fects in concrete test materials, the radial resolution is improved with the proposed SSP
signal processing while the angular resolution is enhanced with the synthetic aperture tech-
nique. Each of the constructed beams is a synthetically focused signal along its radial
direction. The resultant image is reconstructed by using a deconvolution process. This
proposed defect imaging technique eliminates the existence of ghost patterns, while reduce
the processing time compared with conventional SAFT.
From the reconstructed image the defect size information is not readily obtained. A
defect sizing method based on the correlation between the amplitude of waveform signals
and the defect sizes will be proposed and investigated in the following chapters. In the next
chapter, the ultrasonic wave equation and scattered displacement fields in cementitious
materials are studied, as they are the prerequisite to establish the correlation.
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Chapter 3
Wave Diffraction: Modeling
In this chapter, some basic assumption and consideration in our modeling would be intro-
duced, and then the main body of the modeling and the concept of the 3-phase composite
model, will be presented. The basic wave propagation equations will be given as well. The
equations describing the displacement field due to diffraction/scattering at the boundary of
simple shaped scatterers are derived. A simulation of a single element transducer in pulse-
echo operation at varying detection positions on a concrete test specimen will be carried
out.
3.1 Approach of Modeling
Cementitious materials, like concrete, are multi-phase composite materials composing of
several basic compositions: cement, sand, and aggregate. Considering the possible appear-
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ance of pores into cement, and the complexity of the cementitious materials, we would
simplify the problem by setting up a 3-phase model in this study: the first, a solid phase of
cement and sand (phase I); the second, a phase of aggregate and pores (phase II), and the
third, a phase of macro-scale scatters including void and any elastic inclusion (phase III).
The displacement /pressure distribution field and characterization of phase III is the target
of this study.
For phase I, we would model it as an uniformly distributed material whose character
size is smaller than the dominant ultrasonic wavelength A. This phase would accounts for
the absorption (dissipation) of the ultrasonic energy, since research work has shown that
the dissipation in concrete primarily occurs in the viscoelastic water/cement matrix. For
phase II, the size of aggregate and pores considered in the study is in the same order as A.
The scattering of ultrasonic energy would mainly occur in this phase. Both cement/sand
and aggregate/pore compositions would be considered to uniformly distribute in the whole
structure, so both phase I and phase II would be modeled as homogeneous continuum. In
phase III, the size of void and inclusion (rebar, etc.) of interest is larger than A. Geometric
scattering will happen at their boundaries.
The configuration of the modeling would be shown in Fig. 3-1
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Figure 3-1: 3-phase modeling of cementitious material. The Phase I is the solid phase of
cement/sand matrix indicated as the gray section; the phase II is a phase of aggregate and
pores, whose character size is of the order of the dominant ultrasonic wavelength A; and
the phase III is a phase of macro-scale scatters including void and any elastic inclusion of
interest.
3.2 Elastic Wave Equation Background
3.2.1 Governing Wave Equation and Wave Modes
The wave equations for a homogeneous, isotropic elastic solid may be summarized in
Cartesian tensor notation as
T", 3 + pfA = piii
Tij = AEkkoij + 2pg%
1
= i- uj,2)2'
W2j = I jj- j)
(3.1)
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where ri is the stress tensor at a point and uij is the displacement vector of a material
point. The stress tensor is symmetric, so that Tij = Tjj. The mass density per unit volume of
the material is p and fi is the body force per unit mass of material. The strain and rotation
tensors are given by E j and wij respectively. The elastic constants for the material are A
and p, the Lame constants. To setup and derive the above equations, readers can refer to
Graff [28] and Pao and Mow [27].
Substituting the expression for strain into the stress-strain relation and the resultant
equation into the momentum equation, we would obtain the Navier's equation for the solid
(A + pi)uj,ji + Puijj + pfi = piii (3.2)
or in its vector form as
(A + p)VV u p + PV 2 u + pf = pn (3.3)
The dilatation of a material is defined by
A = V -U=2 + E + Ez = Ekk (3.4)
so Equ. (3.3) can be rewritten as
(A + I)V A + 1 V2 u +pf= P (3.5)
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u= V4+VxH, V-H=O (.3.9)
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If using the vector identity
V 2u = VV u-V x V x u (3.6)
we can obtain the Navier's equation in alternative form as
(A + 2p)VA - pV x V x u + pf = pii (3.7)
or
(A + 2p)VA - 2V x w + pf = pii (3.8)
where w = -V x u.
Equ. (3.3) and Equ. (3.5) are the most commonly employed forms for Navier's equation.
Nevertheless, one of the advantages of the form in Equ. (3.7) or Equ. (3.8) is that the result
is valid in any curvilinear coordinate system. They are the basic wave equations for the
study of wave propagation and interaction in this thesis.
The above displacement equations of motion can be simplified by introducing the scalar
and vector potentials # and H, according to the Helmholtz theorem, such that
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We can also express
f = Vf + V x B, V -B = 0 (3.10)
for the body force f. Substituting Equ. (3.9) and Equ. (3.10) into Equ. (3.3), and after some
algebra, we can obtain
V{(A + 2p)V 2 0 + pf - pe} + V x (pV2 H + pB - pH) = 0 (3.11)
Equ. (3.11) will be satisfied if each bracketed term vanishes, thus giving
(A + 2y)V 2 0 + pf = pO (3.12)
PV2H + pB = pH
In the absent of body forces, the above equation represents two wave solutions: the
dilatational and distortional waves
1 02 A
V2A-I(2
ci 2 t2 311
1 02W
V2 2 9t2
where A =V _ u = V 2 0, w = jV x u - V 2 H, and
C A + 2p,
p 
C 2 -
,
the dilatational wavespeed
the distortional wavespeed
(3.14)
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A variety of terminology exists for the two wave types. Dilatational waves are also
called irrotational and primary (P) waves, or longitudinal (L) waves. The distortional waves
are also called equi-voluminal, rotational, secondary (S) waves, or shear (T) waves.
Since
ci A + 2p) 1/2 (2 - 2v)'1/2
-( )(3.15)
C2 11 1 - 2v
where v is Poisson's ration, and 0 < v < K, we have that c1 > c2 . The longitudinal waves
always propagate faster than the shear waves.
3.2.2 Plane Wave Representation
Most elastic-wave diffraction studies are concerned with an incident plane wave. The plane
wave problems are not only mathematically less complex, they are also a good approxima-
tion of many physically meaningful problems. The displacement of a plane wave can be
expressed by [28]
u = Af (n - r - ct) (3.16)
where A is the particle displacement vector along the plane of the wave, n is the wave
normal, and c is wave speed (c1 for P wave or C2 for S wave).
Substituting Equ. (3.16) into the governing wave equation (3.3), in the absence of body
forces, we can get
(A + p)(A -n)n + (P - pc 2 )A =0 (3.17)
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There are two plane wave solutions satisfying the above equation
(1) A = |AIn and c2 = (A + p)/p = C2
(3.18)
(2) A- n =0 and c2 = P/p=c
The first is a plane P-wave with the displacement vector parallel to the wave normal;
the second is a plane S-wave where the displacement vector is always perpendicular to the
wave normal.
We can also represent plane waves in terms of displacement potentials. The correspond-
ing plane P-wave is given by
S=0of (n -r - cit)
(3.19)
H =0
and plane S-wave
(3.20)
H = Hog(n - r - c2t)
The widely used functions f(-) and g(.) are in the form of simple time harmonic plane
wave
f (n- r - cit) - e-i(ut-ki-r)
(3.21)
g(n- r - c2t) - e-i(wt-k2 r)
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Figure 3-2: The configuration of the cylindrical coordinate system used in the study. Pos-
itive z-axis is defined as downward (i.e., directing into the material). (r, 0) is defined in
the vertical plane. Center lines of cylindrical obstacles will be parallel to y-axis. The
coordinates of a point P would be represented as (r, y, 0), as shown in the figure.
3.2.3 Wave Functions in Cylindrical Coordinate
The diffraction/scattering of elastic waves by inclusions of simple geometry, such as cylin-
drical, would be our consideration in this study. The coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 3-
2, for such geometry enables separation of variables to be performed on the wave equations,
and solutions in terms of infinite series are possible. In this section, the wave functions in
cylindrical coordinate system would be given. Pao and Mow [27] used the same analysis
method to study the diffraction of elastic waves.
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In the absence of body forces, Equ. (3.12) could be rewritten as the following general
form:
1..
~P =2 Ob (3.22)
where p = q$, c = c1 for P-wave, and cp = H, c = c2 for S-wave.
Let the function p be of the form of simple harmonic plane wave p = 4(r, y, O)e-iwt
then 1(r, y, 0) must satisfy the Helmholtz equation
1 a 1'
r Orr /r +
1 24 p 24 w2
r 2 02 + -7y2 + C = 0
Using the method of separation of variables, and after some algebra, the propagating
wave solutions are
On (r, y, 0, t) = [A, H ( (kr) + BH (2)(kr)] e*inOe-i(wt±y) (3.24)
where n is an integer; k and 1 are wave numbers in r and y axises, respectively; k and 1
satisfy k 2 + 12 = W; Hn7l' 2 ) (kr) are the Hankel functions of the first and second kind, of
order n.
So, the general solution of Equ. (3.22) in the format of harmonically time-varying plane
wave functions can be obtained as
[AT H() (kr) + BnH(2)(kr)] e"±inOe-i(Wt±l)
n=O
(3.25)
(3.23)
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o(r, y, 0, t) =
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For the wave function diverging from the origin, which is what we are interested in,
Equ. (3.25) can be further simplified as
, , , t) = A H 1 ) (kr) cos(n)ei(Lt±Y) (3.26)
n=O
In the analysis of cylindrical obstacles, if their axises are parallel to the y-axis, the wave
functions are independent of y. So we can rewrite Equ. (3.26) as
0o
y, 0, t) = A H(1 ) (kr) cos(nr)e-' (3.27)
n=O
3.3 Wave Diffraction by Single Cylindrical Obstacle
In the study, what is sought is an understanding of the underlying physics of the diffrac-
tion/scattering phenomena which forms the basis of ultrasonic defect detection and charac-
terization methods. In actual NDE situations, the defects may be more complex in shape
than circular cylindrical discussed here and their geometry may be difficult to ascertain
exactly. It is expected, however, that the interpretation of signals will be similar to that
described and that in many instances, the defects can be approximated by the obstacles to
be described.
Due to the complexity of wave propagation behavior in solid, and the wavespeed of
P-wave is always faster than that of S-waves, in the study we would only consider the case
of wave diffraction/scattering of incident P-wave by the obstacles.
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Figure 3-3: Circular cylindrical obstacle and incident simple harmonic plane P-wave. The
arrows indicate the direction of particle displacement on the phase plane. The obstacle is
bounded by r = a.
Consider a circular cylindrical obstacle in a solid half-space as shown in Fig. 3-3. The
circular cylindrical obstacle is bounded by radius r = a and can be made of either vacuous
or different elastic materials.
In the following discussion, we would use subscript "1" to denote the solid half-space,
subscript "2" for the obstacle, and "p" for P-wave, "s" for S-wave mode. Most of the
content in this section can be also found in, for example, Pao and Mow [27], and Graff [28].
For an incident simple harmonic plane P-wave propagating in the positive x-direction
with velocity cp and frequency w, it can be expressed as
0(i) - Ci(wt-kpx)
(3.28)
H() s e
where k~1 = clip is the P-wave number in the half-space; "(i*)" is for incident waves.
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As the waves impinge on the obstacle, two waves are reflected from the boundary, a
P-wave and a vertical S-wave (V)). According to Equ. (3.27), we can have, for r > a,
00
~~(A, H (1) (kpi r) cos (nO) ei
n=O
r) = B H')(kIr) sin(nO)eiWt
n=O
(3.29)
where kai = w/csi is the S-wave number in the half-space; "(r)" is for reflected waves;
A, and B, are the coefficients of the expansions to be determined from the boundary
conditions.
Following the same procedure, we first expand Equ. (3.28) in terms of the cylindrical
wave function
00
(3.30)i) - S winJn(kpir) cos(nO)e-iWt
n=zO
where
n = 0,
n > 1.
(3.31)
and Jn(kr) is the Bessel function of first kind of order n.
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2,
The total wave in r > a, called the scattered wave, is the sum of the incident wave and
the reflected waves:
0 (i) + O(r)
00
[Oowni"Jn(kjir) + AnH l)(kpir)] cos(nO)e-i"
n=O (3.32)
00
= BnH(1)(k 8ir) sin(nO)e-i"
n=O
The above wave functions for incident and scattered waves are outward propagating
waves from r = 0. However, being confined inside the obstacle, the refracted waves would
be standing waves. They can be represented by, in r < a,
00
$(f) CSnJn (kp2 r) cos(nO)eiwt
n=O (3.33)
00
- D J(ks 2r) sin(n6)e-iw"
n=O
where kp2 = w/cp 2 and ks2 = w/cS2 are the P-wave number and S-wave number in the
obstacle; "(f)" is for refracted waves; Cn and Dn are the coefficients of the expansions to
be determined from the boundary conditions.
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The boundary conditions at r = a would be
Trrl = Trr2
TrOl - Tr02
(3.34)
Url Ur2
Using the equations for the stresses and displacements, with the proper cylindrical func-
tions substituted, the coefficients An, Bn, C., and D, can be determined by the following
equations
Ell E 12 yE 13 yE 14
E2 1  E 22  7YE 23  7E 24
E 3 1 E 32 E 33 E 34
Bn
Cn
Dn
(3.35)
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where -y = , the ratio of the shear modulus of obstacle to that of the half-space, and E's
are the values of following e's evaluated at r = a
ell = (n2 + n -A + 2 p k 2r2)H(')(kpir) -
2 / Pi n
k,1rH(U1 (k,1r)
e12- n[-(n + 1)Hil)(ksir) + kirH(11(kir)]
e13 = (n 2 + n _
A + 2p k 2 r 2)Jnk 2r) - kp2rJn-1 (k2r)
e14= n[-(n + 1)Jn(ks2r) + ks2 rJ-,_(ks2 r)]
e2 =- n[-(n + 1)Hn1)(kpir) + kp1rH 19(kp1 r)]
-22 = -2(n 2 + n - k 2r2)Hl)(ki) + 2kir H 1)1(ksIr)
C23r= n[-(n + 1) J (kp2r) + kp2r J_-I(kp2r)]
e24 = -2(n 2 + n - --k 2 r2) Jn(ks2r) + 2k52rJ_ 1(ks2r)2 ssrn-k2r
e-3 = kprH(11(kpir) - nHl)(kp1r)
e32 = nHnil)(ksir)
e33 - kp2rJn-1(kp2r) - nJn(kp2r)
-34 =nrJn(k,2r)
e41 nHnil)(kpir)
C42 =-[ksirJn-1 (ksir) - nJn(ksir)]
43 =n Jn(kp2r)
C44 = -[k, 2rJ,-I(k,2 r) - n J (ks 2r)]
(3.36)
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i = (n 2 + n - A +_ 2p'k2 r 2 ) Jn(kpir) - kp1rJn_1(kpir)
e2 = n[-(n + 1)Ja(ksir) + ksirJn_1(ksir)] (3.37)
-= kprJn-1(kp1r) - nJn(kpir)
e4 =nJ(ksir)
In the case where the obstacle is cavity (or pore), the boundary condition is traction-free
at r = a
Trr, = 0 (3.38)
TrO 0
The corresponding equations for An and Bn will be
Ell E12 An El
=0 n -<on" (3.39)
E 2 1 E 22  Bn E2
where E's can be obtained in Equ. (3.36) at r = a. In this case, C = D= 0.
Once the coefficients An, Bn, Cn, and Dn are obtained, the displacement field in the
half-space and in the obstacle can be fully determined as
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(1) In the half-space (r > a):
oq0(s) I av(s)
Or r 0O
00
[#owOine 3 + Ane 31 + Bne32] cos(nO)e-it
n=O (3.40)
1 00(s) 00(s)
0 r 0 Or
-ownie 4 + Ane 41 + Bne4 21 sin(nrO)e-
n=O
(2) Inside the obstacle (r < a):
for elastic inclusion
00(f) 1 0b(f)
Or r O9
0- [Cne 33 + De 34 ] cos(nO)e-wtE -r
n-O (3.41)
1 O9(f) ag()
r 0 Or
- [Cne43 + De 44 ] sin(n)e-i"t
n=O
for cavity
Ur = 0
(3.42)
'O = 0
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3.4 Wave Diffraction by Multiple Cylindrical Obstacles
We assume that there are N (> 1) circular cylinders in a half space. A N + 1 cylindrical
coordinate systems in the (x, z)-plane: (r, 0) centered at the origin and (rm, Om), m =
1, ... , N, centered at (xm, zm), the center of mth cylinder, is set up, as shown in Fig 3-
4 Also shown in the figure are various parameters relating to the relative positions and
sizes of the cylinders. Linton and McIver [29] have used the same procedure to study the
interaction of water waves with an array of vertical circular cylindrical objects.
x
-Rmn (XZan)
am OM m n cylinder n
(Xm IZm)
cylinder m
Figure 3-4: Configuration of N + 1 cylindrical coordinate systems in the (x, z)-plane. Two
cylinders m and n are shown in the figure, centered at (xm, zm) and (Xn, zn), respectively.
Some related parameters are also shown.
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A plane wave propagating at an angle of / with the positive x-axis is incident on the
cylinders. The incident wave is characterized by
0(i) - q5e-iwt-kpxx-kpzz)
= Oe-i[wt-krcos(O-,)] (3.43)
H() 0
A phase factor for each cylinder, Im, is defined as
IM - ei(kpx1xm-kpzzm), m = 1, 2, ... , N (3.44)
then we can write
0(i) =OIme-i[wt-krcos(Om,-)]
00 (3.45)
=0Im SwitJI(kpirm) cos l(Om - 3)e-iwt
1=0
where, as in Equ. (3.31),
1, 1 = 0
2, 1 ;> 1.
Each cylinder will scatter the waves which are incident upon it and we can take account
of all such scatterings by expressing the total potential as the sum of the incident wave and
a general outgoing wave emanating from each cylinder. Thus, the total potential is written
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as
aS N
(s __ (i) _±
m=1
N oo
= $() + S Z A"mH 1) (kpIrm) cos l(OM - /3 ) e-iwt
m=1 1=0 (3.46)
-
5B"mH( (ksirm) sin l(Om - 3)e-iw'
m=1 1=0
Am" and B" are coefficients of the expansions to be determined
Accordingly, if we assume the wave velocities in the m'h cylinder are and c', for
P- and S-wave modes respectively, the refracted waves inside the mth cylinder are
00
- - 5C[ Ji(krrm) Cos l(Om - )eiw
1=0 (3.47)
00
-) = - 5Dm"Ji(k"rm) sin l(Om - f)e
1=0
where km" and km are the P-wave number and S-wave number for the mh cylinder; "(f)" is
for refracted waves; Cl and D" are coefficients of the expansions to be determined from
the boundary conditions. The wave diffraction due to secondary wave interaction with the
cylinders are ignored in this discussion.
In order to determine the expansion coefficients we need to apply the boundary condi-
tions. At the boundary of each cylinder, the stress and displacement should be continuous.
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The expression of the boundary condition can be written as, at r = a,
Trri Trr2
Tr01~ Tr02
(3.48)
rl -Ur2
U0 1 = U0 2
For nth cylinder, the total wave fields need to be written in terms of the coordinates rn
and On. Using Graf's addition theorem for Bessel functions (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [30],
Eqn 8.530), which shows that when rn < Rmn for all m, we can write
X 0 ['Inwii'Ji (kpirn) cosl(O, -(0 ) + An H(1) (kp1 r n) cos ( - )
N 00 00
+ ~ A Jq(kpirn)H(K)(kpRmn) cosq(On -O) cos (1 - q)Omn
(m=1,mAn) 1=0 q=-oo
00
=Y Z BTHM'(k, Irn) sin 1(0~- 3
1=0
+ E E
(m=1,m:An) 1=0
00
B >3 Jq(ksirn)H ( ks1 Rmn) sin q(O - /3) sin (1 - q)Omn
q=-(oo
(3.49)
In the above expression, the time harmonic terms e-iwt have been omitted.
Substituting Equ. (3.47), Equ. (3.49) into the boundary conditions Equ. (3.48) at rn =
an, we have
<js)(rn, On)
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o for Trrl1 = Trr2
[(q0onwji 'E ( + A"E ) cos l(4 - /)
n l=0
00
Am 1 Y3 E2H~jk mn) COS (I - )mn cos q (On-
(m=1,mon) qz-o0
+ B"E cos I(0 - /)
+ B" EnH ks1Rmn) sin (1 - q)OnCOSq(-)]
(m=1,m~n) q=-oo
2 [-C>l3[ E DCmE( ]
n 1=0
COS l(Om - 3)
* for Trol Tr02
2111 3[(-0Inw'E() - A"E ) sin l(, - /)
n 1=0
- E
(m=1,mAn)
00
A " 1 H kp1 R n) COS (I - q)mn sin q(0 - /)
q=-00
+ B"E sin l(0, - /)
+ B" E E)H (ks1Rn) sin ( - q)Omn sin q(0 - /)]
(m=1,mn) q=-00
2 [CTE - D1 E2 ] sin l(Om - /)
n 1=0
(3.50)
(3.51)
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* for Url = Ur2
100
I [ InwiE + A"E () COS l(O0 - )
an 1=031 1 1n
N 00
+ A"l E H (kpRmn) COS (1 - q)Omn cos q(On - /)
(m=1,m#n) q=-oo
+ Bn E(2 cos l(n - ) (3.52)
+ Bl"n E E(2Hfl (ks1Rmn) sin (1 - q)Omn COS q(On - 3)]
(m=1,mrn) q=-oo
S -Cm E(l) - D "E ] C (S - ()- 1C 31 D1E 32 S1(m/
an 1=0
* for uoi = U0 2
00
3[(-0qInwjiiE(l) - A " E (2)) sin 1 - ( )
an 1=0
N 00 
ns nq OA E 7" >3 EzQHi,kpRmn) cos (I - q)Omn sin q(O, - /)
(m=1,mn) q=-00
- B"E sin l(0 - /) (3.53)
- 3 El) H (1)((ksIRmn) sin (1 - q)Omn sin q(O - 3)]
(m=->1,mn) +=-D(
00[C "E ( ) + D m"E ]nl() 
-
an 1=0
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To re-write the above equations in matrix form, as the follows, with 7 =
Ell E 12  7E~l 'E(1
E2 1 E22 - 7 E2 -yE2
E3 1 E 3 2  E
F 4 1 B 4 2 E(1)
E l32
42
where
- 12]
C1
Ank
B nJ
E1
(3.54)
= 2 An" +B 2E + I[A '0E1H1 1 ~ o~l-),Al-Ell + BI E12 cos l(OM - E [AmE()H(2j(kpRmn) COS (1 - q)O
(mz4,m:An) q=-oc
+ B-EqH (ks1Rmn) sin (I - q)Omn] cos q - 3)
R2 1 E 2 2 [ 1
= AnE ( - BnE 1+ j
1 2 1  122Sin D(OM 3) E 5111l(O n - (m=1,m -,4n) q=-oo A E1 H1- kpRmn) Cos (1 - q)On
- B E( 1 H (ks1Rmn) sin (1 - q)Omn] sin q(O, - /)
(3.56)
(3.55)
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1E31  E32] I I[B7
= A"E BE + TnE 2F
1 N 00
Cos (1(, -m En Y [A7"E )H i) (kp1Rmn) COS (1 - q)Omn
+ B"El H (k sin (1 - q)nrn] Cos q(On - )
and
E4 2
A 1
= + B1"E 4 +
1
sin 1l(Om -/3
N 00
[Am"E4 H(1(kp1Rmn)>1 S I-
(m=I,mon) q=-oc
+ B"E()H(l) (k R n) sin (1 - q)Omn] sin q(On - /)1 42 1-qslmmn(.8
(3.58)
The expression for E('2 )'s in the above equations are e1 's evaluated at rn = an, where
e 12's are expressed in Appendix A, "Some Formulas in Two-dimensional Cylindrical Co-
ordinates".
(3.57)
cos (1 - q)Omn
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If the obstacles are cavities (or pores), the boundary conditions are traction-free at r, =
rr 0
(3.59)
TrO = 0
The coefficients C2 and D' will be all zero.
El
E21
The corresponding equations for A, and Bn can be writen as
E 12 A
E22 BE'
E (1
L I
After the coefficients An, Bn, Cs, and D, are obtained, the displacement field in the
half-space and in the obstacle can be fully determined as
(3.60)
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(1) In the half-space:
Qqg(S) 1 ag5s)
Url 0r+r0&r rDO0
C- i t 0 0- e( ) + A e( ) C O O
- E Z[0Inwii e ± cos l(w, -31)
1=0
+ Z Ai"m e 1H(1i(k IRn)
(m11 m#n) 1-Po
+ B cos n(,( - 2)
+ 3B7m>Z e 2H(1 (ksRmn) sin (l
(m=1,m#n) q=-o
laqs(s) _ @~(s)
U0 1 = r 0 Or
e-icvt 01,A 2
=- r E[( oInwiie) Ae ) sin l(On
N
cos (1 - q)Omn cos q(On - 0 )
- q)Omn cos q(On - 0)]
(3.61)
- /)
00
- E A e 1H (k Ik Rkn) cos (I - q)Omn sin q(0 - 13)
(m=1,m-n) q=-o0
- Be 2) sin l(On - /)
- B" 1 e 1H 1) (ks1Rmn) sin (l - q)Omn sin q(O, - /)]
(m=1 ,mn) q=-00
(2) Inside the nth obstacle (r < an):
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for elastic inclusion
a4(f) I av)(f)
Ur 2  r + ;(9r r aO
- eiwt Z[C e,1) + D"e)] COS l(m - 3)
1=0 (3.62)
1 0 ($) _ a(45)
U2-r aO ar-
- eiw 0[C e,) + D7me )] sin l(0. - 3)
1=0
for cavity
Ur2 0
(3.63)
U0 2 = 0
3.5 Summary of the Chapter
A three-phase composite model for the study of cementitious materials is proposed. We as-
sume that the cement/sand paste is well mixed and the characteristic size of this paste phase
is much smaller than the dominant ultrasonic wavelength A so this phase is considered as
homogeneous and isotropic elastic solid. The second phase of aggregates and pores has
a characteristic size of A (about 20 mm), so strong scattering will occur. The third phase
includes the macro-scale discontinuities of our interest. Their sizes are normally large than
A. A strong reflection signal is expected from their boundaries.
The modeling of wave propagation and interaction in this approach assumes all the in-
clusions are of circular cylindrical shape in a 2-D plane. It might be true for the macro-scale
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discontinuities of our interest but not for aggregates and pores. Fortunately, the scattered
signals from aggregates and pores contribute only to the noise in the received signals, our
defect sizing method will still be applicable since the usage is to the amplitude of reflections
from the macro-scale discontinuities.
After setting up the wave equations in 2-D plane, the analytical solution of wave dis-
placement field for an incident plane P-wave is obtained in the method of wave function
expansion, when either there is only one scatterer or there are multiple scatterers. Simula-
tions based on these analytical solutions will be given in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Simulation
In the chapter we will present numerical simulations based on the analytical solutions in
Chapter 3. To be consistent with experimental configuration, a simplified material model
is constructed and an array of ultrasonic P-wave transducers is used in pulse-echo oper-
ation mode to transmit and receive the signals. The received signals are then verified by
comparison with the results from a Boundary Element Method (BEM).
4.1 Material Model
To be compatible with the experimental work, a similar material model based on the con-
stitutive and mechanical properties of a custom-made concrete structure is needed.
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4.1.1 Constitutive Property
Through destructive method, a sample of the concrete structure was cut and its constitutive
properties are obtained. The cut sectional face of the sample is shown in Fig. 4-1. The
distribution of the aggregates and pores is assumed to be uniform.
The testing concrete structure is shown in Fig. 4-2.
Based on the constitutive properties of the cut sample, the 2-dimensional material
model, with randomly selected 16 aggregates and 4 pores, for the concrete structure is
setup and shown in Fig. 4-3.
Figure 4-1: The sectional display of the cut concrete sample. The largest aggregate has an
equivalent circular diameter of 10 mm. The average size of the aggregates is about 8 mm.
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Figure 4-2: Picture of the testing concrete structure. The concrete is 600 mm wide and 400
mm high. The duct has a diameter of 32 mm, centered at 101 mm from the top.
To utilize the analytical solutions, all the aggregates and pores are represented by their
corresponding equi-area circular cylinders in the simulation. The simplified material model
which is used in the simulation is shown in Fig. 4-4.
4.1.2 Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties of the 2-D material model for the concrete is summarized in Ta-
ble. 3.1. These properties are selected for the testing concrete structure, and are compared
with experimental measurements of real concrete specimens from other researchers. For
example, in this three-phase composite model, the aggregates have siliceous nature. Based
on the estimated data gathered by Aulia et al. [34], Gabbro shows a module of 56.1 GPa,
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and quartzite 56.7 GPa whereas the cement matrix has 37.9 GPa. On the other hand the
modulus of the ready high performance concrete made of gabbro is 42.9 GPa and that of
quartzite is 39.6 GPa, which are not far from the cement matrix modulus. From that we
can estimate the Young modulus of the aggregate as 1.5 times that of the matrix, and the
typical density can be set to 2600 Kg/m3 .
C .l
-4 .
--. -.
-12
Dimensions (cm)
Figure 4-3: The selected constitutive property of the 2-D material model for the testing
concrete specimen is illustrated. The large circle represents a void which is the defect of
interest. The others are 16 aggregates (shadowed) and 4 pores.
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Figure 4-4: The simplified constitutive property of the 2-D material model for the concrete
specimen as in Fig. 4-3. The polygon shaped aggregates and pores are represented by their
equi-area circles centered at their corresponding original centers. The shadowed circles are
for aggregates and open circles are for pores.
4.2 Simulation
4.2.1 Data Acquisition
A simulated array P-wave transducer is placed at the top of the concrete model. Each of the
array element is operated in pulse-echo mode, that is, the transducer acts both as transmitter
and receiver of ultrasonic signals, as illustrated in Fig. 4-5. There are in total 33 elements
in this array. We assume the center of the array is placed at the direct top of the void.
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Table 4.1: Mechanical properties.
Material C, cS p E
(m/s) (m/s) (Kg/m3) (GPa)
Concrete 3968 2400 2240 31.3 0.212
Aggregate 4515 2729 2600 47.0 0.212
Re-bar (steel) 5850 3240 7220 193.8 0.279
4.2.2 Waveform Signals
Shown in Fig. 4-6 are 17 received waveform signals at the top surface of the specimen by
the array transducer. These 17 signals represents half of the total signals.
As a comparison, the simulated received signals at the absence of aggregates and pores
are shown in Fig. 4-7. Please note that the amplitude scale in these two figures are not
I E...MMM I
0
Figure 4-5: Illustration of the data acquisition scheme in the simulation. An array of ultra-
sonic P-wave transducer is operated in pulse-echo mode. Each element transducer transmits
pulsed P-wave signal. The echoes from the void and scattered signals from aggregates and
pores are received by it. At each element transducer position, one waveform is acquired,
digitized and recorded.
4
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Received Singals at Varying Positions
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Figure 4-6: Simulated received signals at the top surface of the concrete specimen. The
index at the left represents the position of the receiver. Index "0" always indicates that the
receiver is directly on top of the defect (the largest circle in this case). The larger index
number means a farer distance from index "0". The diameter of the void is 32 mm.
the same. The amplitude level in Fig. 4-6 is much lower than that in Fig. 4-7, due to the
scattering effect of the aggregates and pores.
4.2.3 Displacement Filed at the Boundary
At the boundary of the void, the displacement field is the sum of incident wave and the scat-
tered wave fields. Depending on the frequency of the incident waves, the distribution of the
displacement field at the boundary varies with the parameter ka, where k is the wavenum-
ber of the incident wave and a is the radius of the void. Generally, when ka increases, the
displacement field at the boundary would be more uniform and unidirectional. At small ka
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values, strong scattering would been observed. Shown in the figures. 4-8 to 4-10 are the
simulated displacement fields at the boundary.
The non-symmetric behavior of the displacement fields comes from the fact that ma-
jority of aggregates exists at the left-hand side of the void. More scattering occurs at the
left-hand side while almost none scattering at the right-hand side. The effect of the aggre-
gates and pores to the displacement field at the void boundary can be seen clearly in the
comparison of figures. 4-8 to 4-10, to figures. 4-11 to 4-13.
Simulated Output Signal
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Figure 4-7: Simulated received signals at the top surface of the concrete specimen. As the
comparison to the signals shown in Fig. 4-6, no aggregates and pores are included. It is for
the homogeneous case.
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-- ka=0.506708
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Figure 4-8: Displacement field at the boundary when ka = 0.5. The incident wave comes
from the top. Strong scattering at the boundary cancels the incident wave at the top (inci-
dent direction) while strengthens the incident wave at the bottom.
4.2.4 Waveform Signals with Varying Void Sizes
Apart from the void diameter size of 32 mm with 16 aggregates and 4 pores, the received
waveform signals when the diameter of void is 28 mm, 24 mm, 20 mm and 16 mm respec-
tively, are also simulated. All the waveform signals for those configurations are shown in
the following figures.
4.3 Simulation using BEM Model
The Boundary Element Method (BEM) is a numerical technique among others (finite el-
ements, finite differences, meshless methods, etc.) developed to solve different kinds of
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Partial Differential Equation (PDE) problems. The PDE problems range from the simplest
problems governed by potential (equation of Laplace), like flow currents, electrical fields,
torsion, to more complicated elasticity or wave propagation problems governed by Navier's
equation or the wave equation. Their implementation also evolves from the simple static
linear case to frequency or time domain dynamics with all kinds of nonlinearities.
In wave propagation as well as parametric design, the use of the BEM provides clear ad-
vantages in comparison with the finite element method and others. First, it does not require
a remesh of the domain of the body at each iteration. This reduces both the computational
effort and eliminates small but important perturbations due to the changes of the mesh.
Second, by reducing the dimensionality of the problem by one, the fine meshes required by
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high frequency become affordable through BEM. It is very helpful in the case of ultrasonic
detection, since the need to model small waves augments very much the required number
of degrees of freedom, which would increase with one or more dimension in the case of
domain versus boundary discretization.
A BEM model initially proposed and optimized by G. Rus and R. Gallego [32,33] is
utilized in this section for the comparison of simulation results with BEM modeling results.
A brief introduction of the BEM model is given in this section, and its resultant waveform
signals on the same concrete structure whose diameter of void is 32 mm are compared with
those in the previous sections. A quite good agreement between the two is observed.
- a=. -63
- -
-
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Figure 4-11: Displacement field at the boundary when ka
pores exist. Comparison with Fig. 4-8.
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4.3.1 Introduction to BEM
Quoted from a seminar given by G. Rus, the concept of the BEM can be described as a
two-stage process in the following,
1. First of all we build an integral equation. It has to include the constitutive and con-
tinuity equations and relate the unknowns. Integral equations are internal products
with a kernel evaluation at a pole. When solved numerically, they should be of the
Fredholm second type, to avoid ill-conditioning. the advantage of the method comes
when the integrals are evaluated only on the boundary. the ones used for the elasticity
BEM come from the reciprocity theorem of Betti, and included in the kernels green
functions.
- ka = 0.506708 L
I - I
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Figure 4-12: Displacement field at the boundary when
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2. Secondly, we need to discretize the equation to be able to solve it numerically.
Among the methods available, the discretization in BEM is done in two stages:
" We divide the boundary in elements and assimilate the geometry and the un-
know variables on each element by the product of base functions multiplied by
discrete nodal values. This is called discretization.
" In order to get the necessary number of equations, we evaluate the integral
equation at as many poles or collocation points as unknows.
1.013417
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Figure 4-13: Displacement field at the boundary when
pores exist. Comparison with Fig. 4-10.
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4.3.2 BEM Modeling Consideration
In this thesis work, the below considerations and assumptions are made to obtain the wave-
form signals received by the element transducers of an array.
We make use of the singular formulation of the boundary integral equation:
c'k(xi)uk(xi) + j [i(x; xi)uk(X) - Uikx; xi)pk(chi)] dF(x) = 0
which relates the displacements Uk and tractions Pk exclusively at the boundaries. The
equation solves a harmonic elasticity problem for a single frequency w if we put harmonic
fundamental solutions in p' and u', and use complex representation.
* 7:a>= .
- -
-/
-/
026834 11
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16 Aggregates and 4 Pores, Void with Diameter of 28 mm
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Figure 4-14: Simulated waveform signals when the diameter of the void is 28 mm.
We use a classical conforming discretization scheme with quadratic elements, 8-point
Gauss integration after regularization and displaced collocation strategy. This equation
is used for both boundary and internal points (see Domdinguez [31] for details about the
method and Rus et. al. [32,33] for details about the used code). The element size is variable
in order to adapt to the geometry of the problem, and of the order of 0.5 cm. This value has
been chosen after checking that the final error in the simulated output signal is within the
range of 5%.
The aggregates are modeled as homogeneous elastic inclusions defined by a boundary
FP and connected to a geometrically identical cavity boundary in the matrix F't but with
opposite outward normal. Both boundaries are connected by the equilibrium equation p' +
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16 Aggregates and 4 Pores, Void with Diameter of 24 mm
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Simulated waveform signals when the diameter of the void is 24 mm.
p"' = 0 and the compatibility equation ui = um along the boundary P, = r". The voids
are modeled as stress free boundaries.
Once the response in terms of displacements, tractions and measurements are obtained
in the frequency domain over a sampling from 0 to 1000 kHz every 10 kHz (chosen to
capture a time of 100 micro-seconds and the performance of a wide band transducer of 250
kHz), they are processed by a Fourier transform to obtain the time domain response.
The assumption for the transmitter and receiver transducers are as follows,
Assumption for emitter:
e Prescribed pressure boundary conditions: qi (x, t)
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16 Aggregates and 4 Pores, Void with Diameter of 20 mm
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Figure 4-16: Simulated waveform signals when the diameter of the void is 20 mm.
* Electrical and mechanical transducer - specimen coupling are taken into account in
general frequency response transfer function.
" Uniform pressure phase and amplitude along contact surface F,: qj(x, t) = qjf(t)
* Only normal component taken into account.
Assumption for receiver:
e Uniformly weighted average of displacement along contact surface F,: ui(t) =
fr' ui (r , t) dr
* Only normal component taken into account.
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16 Aggregates and 4 Pores, Void with Diameter of 16 mm
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Simulated waveform signals when the diameter of the void is 16 mm.
4.4 Summary of the Chapter
The simulations based on the analytical solutions of the wave displacement field in chapter
3 are presented in this chapter. The material model and mechanical properties are carefully
selected to be compatible with the test concrete structure in the experiment. The simulated
void diameters are 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32 mm. In each simulation, the received waveform
signals by each element transducer are calculated and displayed. The results are confirmed
with a BEM model.
The simulation waveforms will be processed in next chapter to derive a defect sizing
parameter for defect size estimation. The correlation between the defect size and defect
character width will be established.
Chapter 5
Defect Sizing
In this chapter, a review of ultrasonic defect sizing methods will be briefly presented. Most
of the methods are not quite fit for defect sizing of concrete materials. The low signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) restricts the use of conventional defect sizing methods. On the other
hand, a synthetically focused signal through in-phase summation will greatly enhance the
SNR of the signal. We will discuss in this chapter a novel defect sizing method based on
synthetic focusing and the formation of characteristic profile. A so called characteristic
width parameter for defect sizing will be introduced.
5.1 Overview of Ultrasonic Defect Sizing Methods
The detection of defects by observing their ultrasonic echoes is usually quite simple and
rapid. More difficult and much more time-consuming is the classification of defects ac-
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cording to their type, shape and size. This is fundamentally due to the basic handicap of
ultrasonic testing in having a poor lateral resolution because of the relatively long wave-
length used. Even when using the most complex state-of-art imaging methods, a precise
defect image cannot be expected. Also because these methods have to be used in the wider
applications to establish a little more about a defect than only its geometrical position.
There are three conventional ultrasonic echo defect sizing methods, namely, the Flaw
Tip Echo, the Amplitude Sizing, and the Echo Dynamic Method.
Flaw Tip Echo (Tip Diffraction) refers to a technique whereby the backscattered echo
from the end of a flaw is measured in arrival time. If you know the angle and signal is
indeed the TIP echo then you need only read the travel time off the scope and do the
trigonometry to get the position of the tip of the flaw. For an embedded flaw (i.e. not
surface breaking) this gives only a single point so you may need to try to locate the other
tip from another direction. Alternatively, the flaw may be known to be surface breaking
(using a "creeping wave" to confirm this or visual or MPI or other such surface technique).
Then a corner reflector can be seen and you can look for the tip diffracted wave to occur as
an early arrival signal. The difference in time between the corner signal and the tip signal
together with the refracted angle can be used to get the approximate depth of the flaw from
the surface it was observed breaking. These principles are best described in a book by Dr.
Harumi [35] "Japanese Tip Echo Handbook".
The amplitude sizing techniques are of 2 sorts, one is a simple linearization of size to
amplitude where a known target sets 100% and the smaller amplitudes assume a smaller
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flaw (e.g. 50% amplitude is 50% of the calibration target size. This method is filled with
problems and it should be considered a sorting technique rather than a sizing technique. The
other is more scientific and is based on the work of Dr. Krautkramer in 1959. THe AVG
system (called the DGS system in English) rates a flaw size based on the echo amplitude
of an ideal circular reflector on the beam axis and well into the far zone. Curves are made
up for specific ranges and specific probes and specific instruments. These indicate the
amplitude of a small flaw (must be much smaller than the beam size) with respect to an
infinite reflector. Since it is an area ratio the effects of irregular shapes are not accounted
for but it is a reasonable approximation.
The Echo Dynamic method uses the drop of a maximized signal to a specified amplitude
difference related to a probe displacement. This is often done using Distance Amplitude
Correction Curves generated from side drilled holes at different distances. Alternatively
a "Maximum Amplitude" option might be used whereby you just drop the maximum sig-
nal from each flaw facet by 10% of the maximised signal. Probe displacement is marked
on the test surface for each location (maximum amplitude and forward and backward dis-
placement points) with sound paths also recorded. These coordinates are used to position
the flaw "edges". This method is again filled with unaccountable variables such as flaw
shape, flaw lateral extents, flaw orientation effects, reflectivity variations, etc.
The defect echo, even when maximized, cannot be related to the defect size without
further information about the transducer data. So, we propose an introduction of the char-
acteristic profile and the characteristic width.
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5.2 Synthesized Focused Echo Signals
In cementitious materials, depending on their constitutive properties, the signal level of the
scattered signals from defects would be varying. In most cases of concrete defect sizing,
a low signal-to-noise ratio would be expected. Individual received NDE signal would be
difficult to be processed for defect sizing. On the other hand, a synthetically focused signal
through in-phase summation will greatly enhance the SNR of the signal.
Synthetic focusing technique performs an in-phase summation of multiple individual
waveform signals depending on the focal spots. When the focal point is at the position of
the defect, all the component signals are delayed correspondingly and summed completely
in phase. The maximum amplitude for the echo from the defect would be obtained while the
summation suppresses the noise level. The schematics of synthetic focusing is illustrated
in Fig. 5-1.
Assuming the total number of element transducers is N, the spacing between consecu-
tive element is d mm, the wave speed is c mm/ps, and a numbering system as in Fig. 5-2,
we can then have ri, the distance from the ith element to the focal point is
ri = (5.1)
where
N + IRi = d -i) (5.2)2
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Figure 5-1: Schematic of synthetic focusing technique. P is the focal point whose focal
depth is Zf. The corresponding delay line (or delay time) for ith element transducer is ti.
The overall shape of the delay line is a circular curve whose center is at focal point P.
1 2 3 i i+1 N-I N
F-": L1 ------- rn-- i-J------- L1E--
Figure 5-2: Numbering system for the element transducers. It is assumed the focal point is
directly below the center of the array transducer.
is the spacing from the ith element to the center of the array transducer.
So the delay time for the ith element is
(5.3)tj = 2. -
C
where the '2' accounts for the round trip. The delay times for the first and Nth elements
are always zero.
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Assuming the received signal at the ith element transducer is expressed as si (t), and the
delayed version of this signal is written as s(i,zf)(t - ti), we can write the focused signal
from all the N delayed signals as
N
sZf (t) = S(i,z) (t - ti) (5.4)
5.3 Characteristic Profile and Defect Sizing
Due to the complexity of the total scattered displacement field, it might not be possible
to obtain a exact analytical expression for szf (t) at focal depth Zf. With the numerical
simulation data in Chapter 3, we may obtain the focused signal szf (t) by delay-and-sum
procedure. The resultant szf (t) signals at varying focal depth Zj is shown in Fig. 5-3.
It is clear that the amplitude at focal depth of 101 mm is the maximum since the center
of the void is at 101 mm in the simulation. The amplitudes increase monotonically toward
the maximum amplitude from both sides. If we plot the peak-to-peak amplitudes corre-
sponding to the arrival of echo from the void in each focused signal against the focal depth,
we formulate the so called characteristic profile, as shown in Fig. 5-4.
A character width D, is empirically defined as the width of the two points on the charac-
teristic profile whose corresponding amplitudes are 90% of the maximum amplitude, which
is always 1 by normalization. Obtained from Fig. 5-4, D, = 37.8 mm when the diameter
of the void is 32 mm.
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Other four sets of waveform signals when the diameter of void are 28, 24, 20 and 16
mm respectively are processed by the same method to obtain the characteristic profiles.
The synthetically focused signals are shown in figures. 5-5 to 5-8.
The amplitude levels in figures. 5-3, 5-5 to 5-8 are the same, it is clearly to observe
that the peak values representing the echoes from the void decrease when the size of the
void decreases. This observation is compatible with theoretical work since smaller defect
will have weaker back-scattering to the incident angle, thus smaller amplitude level of the
received waveform signals.
The corresponding characteristic profiles constructed from figures 5-5 to 5-8 are plotted
and shown in figures 5-9 and 5-12.
If we plot the character widths in figures 5-9 to 5-12, and that for 32 mm diameter
void, we can have the correlation between character width and defect size, as illustrated in
Fig. 5-13.
5.4 Summary of the Chapter
The characteristic profile of the amplitudes of the synthetically focused signals versus focal
depth is constructed in this chapter. An empirically selected parameter, the character width
of the characteristic profile, is proved to be closely correlated to the simulated defect sizes.
In the presented simulation data, a linear relationship between the character width and the
simulated defect size is observed. This relationship is the base line for defect sizing under
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the assumptions and in the simulated defect size range. More simulation and experimental
tests are necessary to assess the method's capabilities and limits.
Since the signals are synthetically focused in this defect sizing method, restrictions may
be imposed on the element spacing of the synthetic aperture and transducer dimension.
According to the published research work from our NDE Laboratory, the element spacing
d should not be larger than half of the dominant ultrasonic wavelength A to avoid the strong
side lobes. That is, d < A/2. The principle of synthetic aperture also implies that each of
the array element transducer should have a large beamwidth. From Equ 2.1, the beamwidth
of a transducer is - where D is the transducer width. If the defect is at depth z, for theD
outmost transducer to "see" the defect, we have
Az N - 1
D>d-( ) (5.5)
If we choose the largest possible value for d, i.e., d = A/2, we will have
z N - I
- > (5.6)
D- 4
So,
D < (5.7)
~N - I
The larger z, the less restrictive to the side of transducer size D. If evaluating D using
the simulation configuration: z = 101 mm, N = 33, we have D < 12.6 mm.
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Figure 5-3: The synthetically focused signals at varying focal depth when the diameter of
void is 32 mm. All the waveform signals are scaled at the same level. The fp represents
the focal depth which is re-defined as Zf in the text.
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Figure 5-4: The characteristic profile which is constructed from the peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes of the focused signals vs their corresponding focal depth. The profile is normalized
according to the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude.
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Figure 5-5: The synthetically focused signals at varying focal depth when the diameter of
void is 28 mm. All the waveform signals are scaled at the same level. The f, in the figure
is equivalent to focal depth Zp.
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Figure 5-6: The synthetically focused signals at varying focal depth when the diameter of
void is 24 mm. All the waveform signals are scaled at the same level. The f, in the figure
is equivalent to focal depth Zp.
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Figure 5-7: The synthetically focused signals at varying focal depth when the diameter of
void is 20 mm. All the waveform signals are scaled at the same level. The f, in the figure
is equivalent to focal depth Zp.
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Figure 5-8: The synthetically focused signals at varying focal depth when the diameter of
void is 16 mm. All the waveform signals are scaled at the same level. The fp in the figure
is equivalent to focal depth Zp.
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Figure 5-9: The characteristic profile which is constructed from the peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes of the focused signals vs their corresponding focal depth, with the diameter of void
of 28 mm. The profile is normalized according to the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude.
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Figure 5-10: The characteristic profile which is constructed from the peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes of the focused signals vs their corresponding focal depth, with the diameter of void
of 24 mm. The profile is normalized according to the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude.
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Figure 5-11: The characteristic profile which is constructed from the peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes of the focused signals vs their corresponding focal depth, with the diameter of void
of 20 mm. The profile is normalized according to the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude.
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Figure 5-12: The characteristic profile which is constructed from the peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes of the focused signals vs their corresponding focal depth, with the diameter of void
of 16 mm. The profile is normalized according to the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude.
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Figure 5-13: The correlation between character width and the defect size is illustrated. A 1-
D linear regression curve is also plotted based on the three pairs of values. This correlation
is a characteristic curve for this material. If, by simulation or experimental means, we
obtain the characteristic profiles and then the character widths for some other defect sizes,
the defect sizes can be estimated from this curve.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results
This chapter will be devoted to the experimental study and validation of the thesis work.
A custom designed and fabricated concrete testing material is used in the experiment. The
received A-scan type waveform signals are then processed according to the defect imaging
and sizing methods discussed in previous sections. The experimental results indicate that
the proposed defect imaging and sizing method is capable of accurately characterize the
defect of interest.
6.1 Waveforms and Image
The custom designed and fabricated concrete testing block is depicted in Fig. 4-2 and re-
displayed here in Fig. 6-1
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Figure 6-1: Picture of the testing concrete structure. The concrete is 600 mm wide and 400
mm high. The duct has a diameter of 32 mm, centered at 101 mm from the top.
An array transducer is then placed on the top surface of the specimen with the center
of the array is positioned just on top of the void by intention. The received A-scan type
waveform signal by the transducer on top of the void is shown in fig. 6-2
If put all the received waveform signals together, we can construct the so called B-scan
image of the testing concrete, as shown in Fig. 6-3.
By going through proposed imaging method, the reconstructed image for the specimen
with the void is shown in Fig. 6-4.
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Figure 6-2: The received waveform signal by the element transducer
void. The echo from the void can be identified at around time 52 /is.
which is on top of the
6.2 Defect Sizing
To correctly size the void, the received waveform signals need to be processed by the
proposed defect sizing procedure. First all the experimental received waveform signals are
synthetically focused at varying depth along the center line. If the defect of interest is not
located under the center of the array transducer, a proper steering delay line will be added
to each waveform signal thus the center of the void will be on the focal depth path.
The characteristic profile for the specimen is then constructed, and is shown in Fig. 6-5
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Figure 6-3: The B-scan ultrasonic image of the testing concrete material. The scattered
ultrasonic energy by the void is received by the transducers, and the propagation path of
the transducers to the void follows a parabolic rule. So in the B-scan image, the void is
depicted as a parabola.
A character width of the characteristic profile in Fig. 6-5 can be obtained, and its value
can be plotted on Fig. 5-13, as shown in Fig. 6-6.
The estimated defect size is in good agreement with the measured void diameter value.
It may prove that this defect sizing method is capable of ultrasonic NDE of defects in
concrete materials, although more results from experimental tests are essential for further
validation. The application of the method to other defect geometry and characteristics will
be suggested in the future work.
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Figure 6-4: The reconstructed image of the testing concrete material. Compared with
the image in Fig. 6-3, the scattered and spread energy from the void is converged and
positioned correctly around the true position. Please be noticed that, the shape and size of
the converged image are not the real shape and size of the void.
Combining the defect imaging and sizing results together, we can superimpose the size
information onto the reconstructed image in Fig. 6-4. The final image of the testing con-
crete specimen with size information is then shown in Fig. 6-7.
This image is a better representation of the characteristics of the embedded void.
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Figure 6-5: The characteristic profile for the testing concrete specimen. The profile is con-
structed from the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the focused signals versus their corresponding
focal depth. The profile is normalized according to the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude.
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Figure 6-6: The linear relationship between the character width and defect size is observed
in the defect sizing method. From the experimental testing, the character width of the void
is about 37.45 mm. So we can obtain from the figure that the estimated size of the void is
31.33 mm.
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Figure 6-7: Redrawn of the Fig. 6-4, with the estimated size information. Both the location
and the size of the void is clearly depicted in this figure. The characteristic of the defect is
then clearly determined.
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Conclusions
A 2-dimensional three-phase composite material model for the characterization of defects
in reinforced cementitious materials has been proposed and tested with simulation data
and experimental investigation. It is demonstrated in this thesis work that the proposed
defect imaging and sizing methods can correctly and accurately characterize the circular
cylindrical type discontinuities in concrete materials. Some of the observation can be made
based on thole thesis work.
7.1 About the Composite Material Model
The 2-dimensional three-phase composite material model is a simplified representation of
the concrete structures. In reality, even when the average size of the aggregates is com-
patible with the dominant ultrasonic wavelength, the variation of the aggregate sizes may
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introduce a unacceptable noise level in the received waveforms. In this case, in order to
apply the NDE methods, we can only decrease the frequency so the dominant wavelength
will be increased.
To ensure the approximation of plane wave propagation and scattering in the model,
the spacing of the aggregates should not be too close. That is, if the aggregates are closely
packed, or the concrete specimen has high density of aggregates, the model might not be a
good representation.
7.2 About the Defect Sizing
The estimated size of the defects is a equi-area sizing information of circular cylinder shape.
For irregular shaped discontinuities, the extension of the discontinuities may be well rep-
resented by their equi-area circular cylinders. But for a line crack, depending on the ori-
entation of the crack, the estimated size may be varying greatly. Generally, the proposed
methods would be better applied to ultrasonic NDE of void characterization and inclusion
detection.
The synthetically focused waveform signals will be affected by the chosen constitu-
tive material and mechanical properties, the number of element transducers and incident
ultrasonic waves, etc. A sensitivity test should be carried out to test the idea of how ro-
bust the relationship between the character width and then simulated defect size would be.
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Conclusions
To successfully applied the methods to field work, some pro-test knowledge of the testing
specimen may be necessary.
7.3 About the Defect Imaging
The proposed defect imaging scheme has been proved to be free of ghost patterns. Studies
on the state-of-art ultrasonic defect imaging techniques has been carried out by the author
(content not included in the thesis). The migration method may introduce ghost patterns,
while the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT) is too time consuming. Our
imaging method will have a high radial and lateral resolution, while the possibility of ghost
pattern is eliminated.
7.4 Future Work
The following future work for the extension of the thesis work and a better understanding
of ultrasonic NDE of defects of concrete materials would be proposed:
e Sensitivity study of the formation of characteristic profile to the experimental con-
trol parameters, for example, the number of array elements, the ultrasonic frequency
range, and constitutive material and mechanical properties, etc.
e More simulation and experimental work on other void sizes to investigate the corre-
lation of character width with the defect sizes.
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" The application of the methods to the scenarios when the discontinuities are rebars.
A preliminary simulation and experimental work for a steel rebar have be carried out.
The results will be reported in related papers.
" The modeling and methods are studied for 2-dimensional cases, it might be beneficial
to investigate the possible extension of the study into 3-dimensional. Many voids
and aggregates, and other discontinuities of interest have the spherical shape. A 3-D
modeling and characterization method will be more fit.
Finally, the thesis work is summarized as
* A three-phase composite material model of cementitious materials is proposed and
studied in the thesis. With the simplification and assumption that the scatters in the
model are of circular cylindrical shape, the size and location of the scatters can be
accurately characterized.
" The method of analysis of wave functions expansion is utilized in the study to obtain
the solution of an identification inverse problem to characterize the discontinuities in
cementitious materials.
" The scattered displacement field in concrete under the condition of incident harmonic
plane P-wave is formulated. Simulations based on the analytical solution is compared
and certified by a boundary element method (BEM) model.
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" A signal processing scheme in time-frequency domain has been proposed to gain
high signal-to-noise ration (SNR).
" Beamforming algorithm for defect imaging is derived. All formed beams are then
used to construct an image of the defects after synthetic aperture technique.
* A defect imaging method to have high radial and lateral resolution through the image
reconstruction scheme is proposed and studied. The resultant image is free of ghost
patterns and fast in processing.
" Through synthetic focusing, a characteristic profile for a discontinuity of interest
with varying focal depth is obtained. A characteristic parameter, called the character
width, is empirically selected to related to the size of the discontinuity.
" Simulation and experimental work demonstrate that with the proposed defect sizing
method we may accurately obtain the size (or the equivalent circular diameter) of the
discontinuity.
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Appendix A
Some Formulas in Two-Dimensional
Cylindrical Coordinates
In this section we will list some formulas in two-dimensional cylindrical coordinates.
A.1 Displacement - Displacement potential relationship
Ur + (A.1
Or rDO0 (A. 1)
r00
Or
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A.2 Strains - Displacement relationship
Our
rr Or
o u 0  
r+
r a r
6r 1llr
cio=2 r 00
+0u0
+Or
U8
r
A.3 Stress - Displacement potential relationship
(A.2)
urr = AV2  p[+2p[2 +
1O-O = AV2 + 2/1[( 1--- +
r Or
1 O2q
(rO = p[2(r rO
1 ao )
0 10
1 0 2q
r2 02)
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A.4 Variables due to cylindrical wave functions
A.4.1 Displacement potentials in terms of cylindrical wave function
= h2j)(kpr){
= hAj)(kor)
cos nu
e-iwt
sin nO
cos nO
sin nO
where h$7) denotes cylindrical functions. (j) = 1, 2, 3 are used to identify the different
Bessel functions, with h(') = J_ h(2) = H , h() = HEn2; and k, = w/cp, k, = w/cs are
P-wave number and S-wave numbers.
(A.3)
(A.4)
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We can derive the stress and displacement components due to cylindrical wave func-
tions using the formulas in previous sections. The e--' term will be omitted in the follow-
ing formulas.
A.4.2 Stress - Cylindrical wave function relationship
-, due to:
AV2 + 2p 2
2 11 {cos nOsin nO
(= (n2 + _ A + 2p k 2r 2 )h$)(kpr) - kprhfj)(k r)1 91k nn
2y ( t)
2p e(j)
(r2 )e12 {
(A.5)
- sin nO
cos nO
12 =-n[-(n + 1)h$)(kor) + karhf 1 (ksr)]
2 + O + )02
e( = -(n2+n+ (A.7)Ak r2)hn)(kpT) + krhfj!1(kpr)2/tP nn
a0i due to:
(A.6)
r2 5 {cos nOsin nO
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2p(i 1 a 1 02,0
r OrO
2p ()
r216 {- sin nOcos nO
eU) = n[(n + 1)h2i)(ksr) - krh$! i(ksr)] (A.8)
gro due to:
1 02q5
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A.4.3 Displacement - Cylindrical wave function relationship
Ur due to:
Or
1 (j)
= -e {cos nOsin nO
eU= -nh()(k r) + krh.()
(A.9)
(A.10)
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Appendix A
Appendix B
Split Spectrum Processing
Implementation
A major limitation facing the ultrasonic NDE of cementitious materials is the high level of
background noise from interfering echoes between ultrasonic wave and unresolvable grain
boundaries. These backscattering echoes becomes significant, especially as the wavelength
approaches the grain size, and often completely mask the reflections from the target of
interest in the received signal. Besides, theses grain echoes are coherent by nature and
cannot be reduced by simple time averaging of the recorded signals.
Fortunately, the interference pattern characterizing "structural noise", which is com-
prised of echoes from many unresolvable reflectors, is highly sensitive to changes in the
transmitted ultrasonic frequency. Whereas, the echoes from targets that are larger than the
ultrasonic wavelength are far less sensitive to such frequency shifts, which allows for the
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dramatic improvement in target visibility when the resulting frequency diverse signals are
appropriately combined. One of the practical implementation is the Split Spectrum Pro-
cessing (SSP), as shown in Fig. B-1.
The SSP implementation composes of two major processing step. The first step is to
decompose the received signal spectrum into frequency-diversed ensembles. The Wavelet
Transform will be utilized in this step.
The chosen mother wavelet function is the Gaussian function. A Gaussian function,
p(f) in frequency-domain, with mean fo and standard deviation o- is expressed as
P ) Ie- -(f-fo)2/(22)
o-v 27
or
V(fo, B; f)= e-(fo 2 / 2
(B.1)
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(a) (b)
Figure B-2: A typical Gaussian mother wavelet (in (a)) and its pulse shape (in (b)).
where B = o-v/2 is the bandwidth. 0(.) is the normalized expression of p(f). A typical
plot of 0(-) and its corresponding time-domain signal is shown in Fig. B-2
A scheme called "Constant-Q" is used to find the daughter wavelets, where the constant
Q is the frequency-to-bandwidth ration defined by
fi
Bi
i = 1,2, ... N (B.3)
Examples of the constant-Q controlled wavelets and their corresponding pulses are
shown in Fig. B-3
For the ith narrowband spectra Xi (f), it can be expressed as
Xj(f) = X(f)(fj, B; f)
(B.4)
X(f)e-(fi) 2
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where X (f) is the spectrum of the received signal x (t). Then these Xi (f) spectra is inverse
Fourier transformed into xi (t). All the x. (t) 's are normalized to have the same maximum
absolute value. For example, max [ri(t)1; i = 1, 2, -.. N] = 1.
As for the second step of SSP, the re-assembling process, there were several schemes
that had been proposed and investigated [37]. Among which the so called minimization
algorithm was found to be the most effective.
The minimization algorithm selects, at each time instant t, the minimum value of
squared signals r (t) from the ensemble,
y (t) = min [Ir 2(t) 1; Z -= 1, 2, ... NJ
(B.5)
mi r~(t)
(fl, B1) (f2, B2) (f3, B3)
(a)
Figure B-3: Examples of the constant-Q cont
pulses. Wavelets are in (a) and pulses are in (b).
(fl, B1)
(f2, B2)
(f3, B3)
(b)
rolled wavelets and their corresponding
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An example is given as follows. A concrete specimen with one large void of diameter
30 mm was tested with a commercial transducer (Panamatrics V301) in pulse-echo mode
operation, as shown in Fig. B-4.
The received signal and its frequency spectrum are shown in Fig. B-5
The frequency response of the transducer is shown in Fig. B-6.
(a) (b)
Figure B-4: Concrete Specimen with a void was tested by a Panamatrics V301 0.5 MHz
transducer. Experimental setup is shown in (a) and a close look is in (b). The diameter of
the void is 30 mm, its depth to the top surface is 82.0 mm.
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2 -
T(, t(90)
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(b)
Figure B-5: The received signal and frequency spectrum in the experiment shown in Fig. B-
4. (a) is the recorded waveform, and (b) is its FFT.
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Figure B-6: Frequency response of the 500 kHz transducer. The center frequency is at
around 500 kHz, and the bandwidth is about 0.4 MHz.
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